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Metallic nanoparticles have fascinating optical properties due to light-triggered oscillations
in their free-electron plasma. These confined plasma oscillations, known as localized sur-
face plasmons, exhibit strong resonances at specific frequencies, determined by the size,
shape, and composition of the particle as well as by its surroundings. Such properties
have rendered plasmons useful for nanotechnological applications in harnessing the energy
of sunlight at a subwavelength size scale, in spectroscopic sensing, and in light-activated
medicine, for instance.

A general trend in nanotechnology is miniaturization towards smaller and smaller
nanostructures. Plasma oscillations can bemodeledwith classical electrodynamics down to
structural details of around ten nanometers, but below that, the plasmonic response starts
to divert from the classical behaviour due to the quantum-mechanical nature of electrons
and atomic-level fine structure. This thesis focuses on plasmons in this nanoscopic scale.

In this thesis, the collective electron dynamics producing the plasma oscillations
is described within the quantum-mechanical time-dependent density-functional theory
(TDDFT), and the nanostructures are modeled down to their atomic structure. The the-
sis contains method development, which is done within the local-basis-set representation
of the electron wave functions. This approach enables computational modeling from single
atoms and molecules up to large nanostructures approaching the classical size regime. In
this thesis, methods for controlling the accuracy of the basis sets and analyzing the charac-
ter of electronic excitations are developed.

The developed methods have been applied for modeling and analyzing plasmons in no-
ble metal nanoparticles as well as in MoS2 nanostructures. The results provide insight into
the plasmon formation in metal nanoparticles and into the effects of one-dimensional edge
plasmon modes on the optical properties of MoS2 nanotriangles.

The thesis also contains results on intrinsic quantum-mechanical phenomena revealed
in plasmonic responses. The quantization of electron states is observed to manifest itself
in the optical response of single small metal clusters as well as in terms of quantized elec-
tron transport between atomically-contacted nanostructures, leading to distinct quantum
features in the plasmonic response.

In summary, this thesis presents methods for first-principles nanoplasmonics model-
ing and analysis, their application for various nanostructures, and exploration of quantum
phenomena therein.
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Valon vuorovaikutus metallinanohiukkasten kanssa määräytyy metallin vapaiden elektro-
nien ominaisuuksista. Nanohiukkaseen kohdistettu valo saattaa rakenteen elektronit voi-
makkaaseen kollektiiviseen värähtelyyn muodostaen niin kutsutun paikallisen pintaplas-
monin. Hiukkasen koko, muoto ja koostumus sekä sitä ympäröivä muu aine vaikuttavat tä-
män plasmonivärähtelyn ominaistaajuuteen ja voimakkuuteen. Tällaisia plasmonien omi-
naisuuksia voidaan hyödyntää nanoteknologian sovelluksissa kuten auringonvalon ener-
gian kohdentamisessa, spektroskopisissa havaintolaitteissa ja lääketieteen menetelmissä.

Nanoteknologian sovelluksiin kehitetään yhä pienempiä rakenteita. Plasmonin muo-
dostavia vapaaelektronivärähtelyjä voidaan mallintaa klassisesti noin kymmenen nano-
metrin kokoisiin rakenteisiin asti, mutta sitä pienemmissä nanohiukkasissa elektronien
kvanttimekaaninen luonne sekä hiukkasen tarkka atomirakenne alkavat vaikuttaa koko-
naisuuden ominaisuuksiin. Tässä väitöskirjassa tutkitaan tällaisten pienten nanohiukkas-
ten ja nanorakenteiden plasmonivärähtelyjen ominaisuuksia.

Väitöskirjatyössä nanorakenteidenmuotoamallinnetaan yksittäisten atomien tarkkuu-
della ja elektronien kytkeytymistä ja liikettä kuvataan kvanttimekaanisella ajasta riippuval-
la tiheysfunktionaaliteorialla. Työssä on kehitetty laskennallisia menetelmiä ja analyysi-
työkaluja, joilla voidaan tutkia nanorakenteiden plasmonivastetta lähtien yksittäisistä ato-
meista ja molekyyleistä aina useiden nanometrien kokoisiin rakenteisiin asti sekä ymmär-
tää plasmonien kvanttimekaanista luonnetta.

Kehitettyjä menetelmiä on sovellettu metallinanohiukkasten ja MoS2-nanohiutaleiden
plasmonivasteiden tutkimiseen. Tulokset havainnollistavat plasmonivärähtelynmuodostu-
mista ja koostumusta nanohiukkasissa sekäMoS2-nanohiutaleen reunaan sidottujen elekt-
ronivärähtelyjen vaikutusta rakenteen optisiin ominaisuuksiin.

Väitöskirjassa esitetään myös tuloksia elektronien kvanttimekaanisen luonteen vaiku-
tuksesta plasmonivasteeseen. Elektronitilojen kvantittuminen näkyy laskelmissa sekä yk-
sittäisten erittäin pientenmetallinanohiukkasten vasteessa että kvantittuneena elektronien
liikkeenä toisiaan koskettavien nanohiukkasten välillä.

Tiivistäen voi todeta, että väitöskirjatyössä on kehitetty menetelmiä nanoplasmoniikan
mallintamiseen ja analysoimiseen, sovellettu näitä menetelmiä eri nanorakenteisiin ja tut-
kittu kvantti-ilmiöiden vaikutuksia plasmonien ominaisuuksiin.
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1. Introduction

The ordinary matter surrounding us comprises atoms. In the solid form of

matter, atoms are glued together. The glue is often made up of electrons

that form chemical bonds, whereas the remaining atomic cores stay rela-

tively fixed. Many properties of materials are determined by the way in

which electrons glue the atomic nuclei together. For example, this largely

determines whether the material is electrically insulating or conducting,

or optically transparent or opaque [1].

The characteristic feature of metals is the presence of nearly-free con-

duction electrons. These electrons are delocalized over the metal and are

able to move around. Such mobile charge carriers render metals electri-

cally conducting. Another property of the free-electron plasma is that it

can support longitudinal wave-like oscillations in its density. A familiar

example of such a longitudinal oscillation is a sound wave, i.e., a pressure

wave in air or other medium. The plasma oscillations in metals are known

as (bulk) plasmons, illustrating their quantized description [2–5].

As light is composed of transverse electromagnetic (EM) waves, it cannot

couple with the longitudinal bulk plasmons. This is related to the com-

mon observation that many metals are reflective at visible wavelengths.

However, an EM wave can propagate along the surface of a metal. Such an

electromagnetic wave is associated with free-electron plasma oscillations

confined to the surface. This plasma oscillation is known as a surface

plasmon [6] while the coupled surface plasmon and electromagnetic wave

is known as surface plasmon polariton.

This thesis concerns yet another kind of plasmonic excitation, namely a

localized surface plasmon (LSP), which corresponds to a surface-to-surface

electron oscillation confined to a finite metal particle [7]. Specifically, the

focus of the thesis is on nanoscale particles exhibiting plasma oscillations.

Due to the finite size of the particle, a longitudinal LSP density oscilla-
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tion can be excited by the electric field component of a passing EM wave.

Correspondingly, such a tiny metal particle absorbs and scatters light

efficiently at a specific LSP resonance (LSPR) wavelength, which in noble

metal nanoparticles coincides with the visible spectrum of light (λ=400–

700 nm, i.e., ħω= 1.8–3.1 eV). This effect is seen at the macroscopic scale

in stained glass, in which the interaction between nanoparticles and light

brings about vibrant colors. The LSPR wavelength and the color of the

stained glass depend on the size, shape, and material of the embedded

nanoparticles. The ensuing preparation of varying colors has a centuries-

old history [8].

1.1 Plasmonics

The science and technology related to plasmons constitute the field of

plasmonics [9]. Localized surface plasmons and surface plasmons are

of special importance because they couple with light. Correspondingly,

they enable confining light to a plasma oscillation that is localized to a

much smaller length scale than a usual light wave. Such subwavelength

confinement could be useful for light guiding and bridging nanoelectronic

circuits with optical fibers [10–12].

An important factor for nanotechnological applications is that the prop-

erties of (localized) surface plasmons are relatively easy to tune due to

the fact that they involve the confined free-electron density as a whole.

The LSP resonance frequency depends strongly on the size, shape, and

composition of the particle. Thus by modifying these factors, the resonance

can be tuned to match, for instance, with the solar spectrum, in which case

LSPRs could be used for improving efficiency of solar cells by trapping or

confining light [13].

Also the environment of the nanoparticle affects the LSPR frequency

through dielectric screening. This can be used for sensing molecules on

nanoparticle surfaces [14, 15]. Additionally, the electron density oscillation

associated with LSPR leads to a strong electric near field around the

nanoparticle. This effect can be used for enhancing the interaction between

light and molecules near the nanoparticle, which is a major factor in

enhancing the Raman signal in surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy

[16], making even single molecules detectable in the Raman signal [17].

Because the whole free-electron density is involved in the plasmon reso-

nance, the intensity of the resonance is strong compared to other electronic
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excitations. The excited plasmon resonance dissipates through the Landau

damping to incoherent high-energy electrons and holes in a femtosecond

timescale. The utilization of such plasmon-generated hot carriers has

high prospects in catalysis for enhancing chemical reactions [18, 19]. The

hot carriers relax resistively in around 0.1–1 picoseconds, heating the

nanoparticle. Then, heat is conducted to surroundings in a timescale of

0.1–10 nanoseconds. [18] Such resistive heating enables, for instance, fo-

cused light-activated cancer treatment [20] or localized vapour generation

by sunlight [21].

Further enthusiasm in plasmonics is in strong coupling between plas-

mons and molecules [22–24], lasing [25], and color generation [26] reviving

the stained glass decorations in modern nanotechnology.

While plasmonics has been traditionally based on utilizing metals, typi-

cally silver and gold, there is a significant interest in finding more abun-

dant metals for plasmonics [27] or suitable composites [28] as well as all-

dielectric metamaterials [29], and alternative low-loss plasmonic materials

[30, 31]. Two-dimensional materials such as graphene [32–34], transition-

metal dichalcogenides [35, 36], and related layered van-der-Waals materi-

als [37] are particular interesting alternatives. Unconventional plasmonic

materials are sought also in the molecular regime [38–41], where suitable

delocalized electrons can form a collective plasmonic resonance.

Approaching the atomic scale

While many of the properties described in the previous section can be

understood on classical grounds, the field is driving towards smaller and

smaller structures and feature sizes. When nanoparticles are smaller than

around 10 nm, their plasma oscillations are strongly affected by surface

effects and the quantum-mechanical nature of electrons [7]. Further non-

classical effects are present even in larger structures hosting small features

like subnanometer gaps [42].

As an illustration of the size of sub-10 nm particles, the atom-to-atom

distances in solid metals are around 0.3 nm, meaning that roughly 30

atoms would form a 10 nm chain. However, taking into account the cubic

scaling with respect to the volume, a nanoparticle of diameter 10 nm would

encompass of the order of (10/0.3)3 ≈ 40000 atoms, a 5 nm particle 5000

atoms, and a 1 nm particle 40 atoms.

The sub-10 nm particles down to few-atom molecules can be produced via

chemical synthesis methods on solid surfaces, in gas phase, or embedded in
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inert materials [7]. Even single atoms can be seen and manipulated by tech-

niques such as scanning tunneling and atomic force microscopies [43–49].

The size-dependent optical properties of nanoparticles can be determined

by directly measuring their extinction (i.e., absorption and scattering). The

interaction between light and subwavelength nanoparticles is governed

by the quasi-static limit, i.e., only the dipole-active plasmon modes couple

with light that is of much larger wavelength than the size of the parti-

cle. While optical detection techniques may require a large number of

size-selected particles, individual nanoparticles can also be characterized

optically [50, 51].

The response of individual nanoparticles can also be measured by using

electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [52, 53]. In this technique, a

transmission electron microscope is used to focus a narrow high-energy

electron beam on a particle. The impacted electrons can be inelastically

scattered by a plasmon excitation. The excitation deflects the electron beam

leading to a decrease in its energy, which is measured. EELS can also be

used for exciting bulk plasmons in metals [54, 55], whereas light cannot

be used for that purpose. In the case of nanoparticles, the corresponding

benefit of EELS is that the electron impact excites optically dark plasmon

modes.

Optical properties of metal nanoparticles have been studied intensively

during the past decades [7, 56] and the increased precision of experimental

tools has made it possible to control and characterize individual metal

nanoparticles with increasing accuracy [57–61]. Experimental techniques

enable also controlling the distance between two nanoparticles down to

sub-nanometer precision, which has lead to a realization of plasmonic

coupling phenomena in an extreme limit [62–71].

From a theoretical perspective, in order to understand properties of sub-

10 nm nanoparticles or phenomena emerging due to nanoscale features,

one needs to go beyond the classical electrodynamics and take into account

effects arising from quantum mechanics [7]. While this can be achieved to

a certain extent via semi-classical schemes [71–81], the complete under-

standing requires a full quantum-mechanical description.

Quantum-mechanical modeling of plasmons in nanoparticles is not some-

thing new, but it has been done for decades starting from a uniform de-

scription of atomic background [82–90] towards its extension to interband

screening [91–94] and the increasing use of the atomic-level description

of clusters [95–101]. Over the recent years, the vastly increased com-
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puting power has enabled first-principles modeling of larger and larger

nanostructures with a full description of the atomic structure and inter-

band transitions [102–112]. A particular interest has been in the cou-

pling between plasmon resonances hosted by nearby individual nanostruc-

tures [113–122].

Publications attached to this thesis have contributed to these recent de-

velopments in the nanoplasmonics field. Atomistic first-principles nanoplas-

monics is discussed in detail in the thesis. This area of research concerning

quantum-mechanical electronic effects on plasmonics is often called in

literature as quantum plasmonics, though a full quantum picture would

also involve the quantized description of electromagnetic radiation, i.e.,

photons [123].

1.2 Scope of the thesis

This thesis addresses plasmons and emerging quantum phenomena in the

sub-10 nm nanoplasmonics field described in the previous section. This is

done by modeling computationally plasmonic responses of atomistically-

described nanostructures with the time-dependent density-functional the-

ory [124, 125], which is the most commonly used computational approach

for first-principles nanoplasmonics [126, 127]. The thesis consists of

method development, applications of the developed methods to metal

nanoparticles and alternative plasmonic nanostructures, as well as studies

on quantum phenomena emerging in this regime.

To keep the thesis concise, many aspects of the plasmonics field have

been excluded. The thesis focuses on localized plasmons in finite nanoscale

systems and their excitation via classical light in the linear regime. Thus,

topics like extended systems with surface plasmons, the retardation effects

of light, the quantization of light, dark dipole-forbidden excitations, or

non-linear response are not covered in detail.

1.3 Outline

This and the following chapters aim to provide an educational introduction

and sufficient background for the attached publications. While the topics

of the publications are outlined, only a portion of the results is discussed

thoroughly. Thus, the reader is encouraged to continue reading to the
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attached publications after the following chapters.

Chapter 2 introduces phenomenologically the concepts of the plasmon

and the localized surface plasmon resonance. Classical electrodynamics

and general properties of the linear optical response are discussed.

Chapter 3 introduces the quantum-mechanical many-body description of

electrons in matter, the linear-response theory in this context, and the

time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT).

Chapter 4 introduces the practical aspects of TDDFT calculations, the

focus being on the development work described in Publications I, II,

and III.

Chapter 5 introduces the traditional and alternative plasmonics nanos-

tructured materials studied in this thesis. The emphasis is on the anal-

ysis of the plasmonic character carried out for Publications III and IV.

Chapter 6 introduces various quantum aspects of electrons that affect the

plasmonic response. Particularly, Publications III and V are discussed.

Chapter 7 outlines the discussed topics and gives them a historical per-

spective.
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2. Plasmons

Plasmons are characterized as oscillations in the free-electron density

of metals. In the quantum-mechanical perspective, plasmons are collec-

tive excitations built up by the long-range Coulomb interaction between

electrons, emerging from the quantization of fluctuations in the electron

density [3, 4]. In metals, the energy of a bulk plasmon is

ωp =
√

ne2

mε0
, (2.1)

where n is the free-electron density. The frequency ωp is known as the

plasma frequency, and it also arises from simple free-electron considera-

tions, as will be shown later in this chapter. Bulk plasmons can be seen

experimentally by electron energy loss spectroscopy revealing discrete

peaks at multiplets of ωp [54, 55].

While the longitudinal plasma oscillations cannot couple with light in

bulk, a confinement to surfaces or finite structures leads to formation of

surface plasmons and localized surface plasmons that interact directly

with light. In this chapter, the concepts of the localized surface plasmon

and plasmon are illustrated through their simplest description via the

Drude free-electron model. Then, classical electromagnetism and central

concepts of the linear optical response of small particles are introduced.

SI units are used throughout this chapter. Alternative Gaussian cgs

units are also commonly used in electromagnetism, leading to different

prefactors, e.g., symbolically ε0 →1/4π.

2.1 Free-electron response

The Drude free-electron model [1, Ch. 1] gives an intuitive and simple

description of plasma oscillations. In the model, the potential landscape

created by positive atomic cores is modeled as a uniform positive back-
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ground charge density, called jellium. The dynamics of the electrons is

limited by a phenomenological relaxation time, but otherwise, they are

free to move around in the infinite uniform jellium.

The free-electron material is characterized by the electron density n. It

is common to express n in terms of the Wigner–Seitz radius

rs =
(

3
4πn

)1
3

, (2.2)

which describes the radius of a sphere encompassing one free electron on

average.

2.1.1 Localized surface plasmon

In contrast to the usual introduction of plasmons from the free-electron

model, we do not start by considering bulk, but a metal sphere supporting

localized surface plasmons. In such a system the electrons are confined to

a finite volume determined the boundaries of the sphere. It is assumed

that inside the sphere the electrons behave like in the free-electron model.

A metal sphere under an electric field Eext is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. We

assume that the sphere is small compared to the wavelength of the light,

i.e., a nanoscale object, in contrast to the schematic figure. Then, the

response of the system can be described in the quasi-static regime.

The external electric field displaces the electron density as a whole, i.e.,

polarizes the system. Assume that each electron is displaced independently

by a distance x from its initial position. Each electron displacement induces

a dipole moment pe =−ex, all of which sum up to a total polarization in

the system of P = −nex (the density of induced dipole moments). The

polarization causes a negative surface charge due to the excess electrons

on one side of the sphere and a positive surface charge on the other side due

to the exposed jellium. These surface charges create a restoring electric

field E1 inside the material

E1 =− 1
3ε0

P= ne
3ε0

x, (2.3)

where the factor 1/3 originates from the spherical geometry [128, Eq. (4.14)].

In the case of a static external electric field Eext, the field E1 cancels Eext

completely inside the sphere.

The Newton equation of motion for an electron in the sphere is

m
d2

dt2 x+γm
d
dt

x=−eE1 − eEext, (2.4)
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Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of localized surface plasmon on a spherical metal parti-
cle. In quasi-static regime the size of the particle would be much smaller than
the wavelength of the external field Eext, in contrast to the figure. Figure is
inspired by Fig. 2.4 in Ref. [7].

where the term with the factor γ describes phenomenologically the relax-

ation of electron dynamics. The force acting on the electron is composed

of the restoring electric field and the external electric field. Within the

free-electron model, it is assumed that all the electrons follow Eq. (2.4)

independently. This leads to collective in-phase response through the

common restoring electric field E1.

By plugging Eq. (2.3) into Eq. (2.4) we get

m
d2

dt2 x+γm
d
dt

x+ ne2

3ε0
x=−eEext. (2.5)

This is an equation of motion for a damped harmonic oscillator under an

external driving force Fext =−eEext.

The self-sustained eigenstates of the system are obtained by considering

its response without an external drive, i.e., in the limit Eext → 0. Assuming

also that the damping is vanishingly small, i.e., γ→ 0, Eq. (2.5) describes

a harmonic oscillator, and has an oscillatory solution x(t)= x0e−iω0 t with

the frequency

ω0 =
ωp�

3
, (2.6)

where the plasma frequency, Eq. (2.1), appears. The result means that

the free electrons in the sphere have a self-sustained oscillation at the

frequency ω0. Such a resonant free-electron oscillation is a localized surface

plasmon resonance (LSPR).

Let us derive a full solution to Eq. (2.5). Let the external field be of

frequency ω, i.e., Eext(t)=E0
exte

−iωt. This drives the free-electron oscillation

at the same frequency, i.e., x(t)= x0e−iωt. By plugging these into Eq. (2.5),
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we obtain

x(ω)= e
m

1
ω2 −ω2

0 + iγω
Eext(ω), (2.7)

where, in fact, we have formally transformed Eq. (2.5) into the frequency

domain by the Fourier transform

f (ω)=
∫∞

−∞
dt f (t) eiωt and f (t)= 1

2π

∫∞

−∞
dω f (ω) e−iωt. (2.8)

The polarizability α(ω) of the system is defined as a linear response

function between the induced dipole moment p and the inducing electric

field Eext, i.e.,

p(t)=
∫t

−∞
dt′α(t− t′)Eext(t′) ⇔ p(ω)=α(ω)Eext(ω). (2.9)

In the present case, the total dipole moment of the sphere of volume V is

p=VP=−V nex. Thus, by Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9), we get the polarizability

α(ω)= ε0Vω2
p

1
ω2

0 −ω2 − iγω
= ε0Vω2

p
1

ω2
0 − (γ/2)2 − (ω+ iγ/2)2

, (2.10)

which is of the Lorentzian form with the real and imaginary parts given by

1
ω2

I − (ω+ iη)2
=− π

2ωI

(
1
π

ω−ωI

(ω−ωI)2 +η2 − 1
π

ω+ωI

(ω+ωI)2 +η2

)
+ iπ

2ωI

(
1
π

η

(ω−ωI)2 +η2 − 1
π

η

(ω+ωI)2 +η2

)
, (2.11)

where the resonance frequency and damping constant are ωI =
√

ω2
0 − (γ/2)2 ≈

ω0 and η= γ/2, respectively.

The obtained polarizability is plotted in Fig. 2.2 for the free-electron

density of sodium. The polarizability is governed by the plasmon resonance,

which is seen as a peak in the imaginary part of α. The resonance frequency

at 3.5 eV is close to the experimental value at around 3.3 eV in sodium

clusters of classical size regime (above the nanoscopic sizes that are beyond

the classical description) [129].

Note that at resonance the frequency response is predominantly imagi-

nary, which renders to a phase shift of π/2 in the time domain. This means

that the resonant charge oscillation is lagging the external electric field

by a quarter of a period, in contrast to the illustration in Fig. 2.1. Such a

resonant behavior corresponds to the absorption of the field intensity by

the charge density oscillation. Consequently, the absorption cross section

σ(ω)= ω

ε0c
Im[α(ω)] (2.12)

is determined by the imaginary part of the polarizability [9, Eq. (5.13b)].
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Figure 2.2. Dynamical polarizability of a free-electron sodium sphere. The dashed and
solid lines show the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the polarizability
(2.10) evaluated with the free-electron density of sodium [1, Table 1.1].

Eq. (2.10) shows that the polarizability scales with the particle size, α∝
V , and consequently, the absorption scales similarly σ∝V . However, the

scattering cross section is proportional to σs ∝ω4 |α|2 ∝V 2 [9, Eq. (5.13a)].

Thus, in small particles the total extinction is governed by absorption, and

scattering effects are mostly omitted in this thesis.

Before finishing this section, let us discuss certain mathematical proper-

ties satisfied by the physical response. First, in the real-time domain, the

response (e.g., the displacement of the electron) is real, i.e., x(t) ∈R. Then,

by the Fourier transform (2.8), in the frequency domain the real part is

symmetric and the imaginary part antisymmetric, i.e., [x(ω)]∗ = x(−ω).

In general, the response is captured by the response function χ, an

example of which is the polarizability α in Eq. (2.10). As described above,

the response function satisfies

χ(t) ∈R ⇔ [χ(ω)]∗ = χ(−ω). (2.13)

Additionally, if the response function χ is causal in time, i.e., the future

events do not affect the past [compare to the time-domain integration

limits in Eq. (2.9)], then in the frequency domain, the real and imaginary

parts are related through the Kramers-Kronig relations [130, Ch. 19]

Re
[
χ(ω)

]=− 1
π

P

∫∞

−∞
dω′ Im

[
χ(ω′)

]
ω−ω′ (2.14a)

and

Im
[
χ(ω)

]=1
π

P

∫∞

−∞
dω′Re

[
χ(ω′)

]
ω−ω′ , (2.14b)

where P
∫∞
−∞dω′ = limε→0+

(∫ω−ε
−∞ dω′ +∫∞

ω+εdω′) is a principal value integral.

In the present case, the polarizability α(ω) with the Lorentzian line shape

of Eq. (2.11) satisfies these relations [130, p. 459].
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2.1.2 Bulk plasmon

Let us now consider the free-electron description of bulk metal. We can

model charge density oscillations inside the bulk as in the previous section.

However, by definition, bulk has infinite extent in all the dimensions and

thus lacks surfaces, which confine the plasma oscillation to a spherical

geometry in the previous section. Thus, in bulk, the polarization P=−nex

creates a restoring field E1 = −P/ε0, equivalent to a planar density dis-

placement and a plane-wave-like density oscillation. Then, a self-sustained

solution of Eq. (2.4) corresponds to an electron oscillation at the plasma

frequency ωp given by Eq. (2.1).

To describe the response function of long wavelength plasma oscillations

in bulk, we need to consider that the total macroscopic electric field E felt

by the electrons includes the restoring field E1, i.e., E=E1+Eext. In terms

of this field, the equation of motion (2.4) is

m
d2

dt2 x+γm
d
dt

x=−eE. (2.15)

This can be solved similarly to Eq. (2.4) yielding an oscillating solution for

the displacement x [see Eq. (2.7)]. Then, the polarization P is given by

P(ω)=−nex(ω)=−ε0
ω2

p

ω2 + iγω
E(ω), (2.16)

which is of the same form as Eq. (2.10) with ω0 = 0. The response function

between polarization and electric field is the dielectric function ε(ω) defined

as P(ω) = ε0 [ε(ω)−1]E(ω) (see Sec. 2.2 for further definitions). Thus, we

obtain the dielectric function of the free-electron gas

ε(ω)= 1−
ω2

p

ω2 + iγω
, (2.17)

which is also known as the Drude dielectric function.

Fig. 2.3 shows the free-electron dielectric function for sodium and silver

as well as the experimentally measured dielectric functions. Sodium is a

typical free-electron metal, and the free-electron model gives an excellent

fit to the experimental data. However, for noble metals such as silver,

the situation is more complex. While the intraband response below 2 eV

is captured by the free-electron model, the higher energies are strongly

affected by interband electron transitions. An onset of interband reso-

nances is seen at 4 eV in the imaginary part of the dielectric function. The

interband resonances also affect the real part according to the Kramers–

Kronig relations (2.14) (see Fig. 2.2 for a typical relation between the real
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Figure 2.3. Dielectric functions of (a) sodium and (b) silver. The dashed and solid lines
show the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the Drude dielectric func-
tion (2.17) evaluated with the free-electron densities and relaxation times [1,
Tables 1.1 and 1.3]. The hollow markers show experimental data for sodium
[131] and silver [132].

and imaginary parts). The effects of such interband resonances for the

nanoparticle response are described in Sec. 2.2.1.

2.2 Classical electrodynamics

The dynamics of electromagnetic (EM) fields is described by the phenomeno-

logical macroscopic Maxwell equations

∇×E(r, t)=− ∂

∂t
B(r, t) (2.18a)

∇×H(r, t)=Jext(r, t)+ ∂

∂t
D(r, t) (2.18b)

∇·D(r, t)= ρext(r, t) (2.18c)

∇·B(r, t)= 0, (2.18d)

where E, B, D, and H are the macroscopic electric, magnetic, displacement,

and magnetizing fields, respectively, and ρext and Jext are the external

charge and current densities, respectively. The presented Maxwell equa-

tions are for macroscopic fields, i.e., the local fields due to atomic-scale

variations have been averaged out [1, Ch. 27].

The D and H fields are related to the electric E and magnetic B fields,

respectively, by

D= ε0E+P (2.19a)

H= 1
μ0

B−M, (2.19b)

where P and M are the electric and magnetic polarizations, respectively.

In this thesis, we consider only materials without a net magnetization, i.e.,

M= 0 and H=μ−1
0 B.
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Eq. (2.19a) shows that the D field includes the induced polarization P of

free and bound electrons. The free-electron contribution was described in

the previous section. The bound polarization originates from interband

transitions as is the case in silver (see Fig. 2.3 in the previous section). Cor-

respondingly, only the external (controllable) charge and current densities

are separated in the chosen form of the Maxwell equations (2.18). Such

a division is arbitrary, which is illustratively discussed, e.g., in Ref. [133,

Sec. 2.1.1].

In the linear-response regime, we can express the polarization as P(ω)=
ε0χ(ω)E(ω), which defines the linear electric susceptibility χ. The linear

constitutive relation for D field is

D(ω)= ε0ε(ω)E(ω), (2.20)

which defines the dielectric function ε(ω). Correspondingly, χ= ε−1 and

the polarization can be expressed as

P(ω)= ε0 [ε(ω)−1]E(ω). (2.21)

In general, the dielectric function ε(ω) is a tensor quantity and Eqs. (2.20)

and (2.21) hold only for isotropic media.

With the help of the above formulation, we can go beyond the free-

electron model. Let us decompose the total polarization of the material

as P=Pfree +PB +P∞, where the free-electron polarization Pfree is given

by Eq. (2.16). The bound electrons cause additional polarization PB(ω)=
ε0χB(ω)E(ω). Further resonances that occur far in energy (in comparison

to the frequencies of interest) cause static polarization P∞ = ε0χ∞E. Thus,

the total dielectric function [see Eq. (2.21)] is written as

ε(ω)= ε∞−
ω2

p

ω2 + iγω
+χB(ω), (2.22)

where ε∞ = χ∞+1.

The polarization due to the bound charges is commonly modeled as a

sum of Lorentzian oscillators χB(ω)=∑
n fn/(ω2

n −ω2 − iγnω) describing the

solutions of a damped harmonic oscillator [compare to Eq. (2.10)]. The

free-electron response is of the same form and can be incorporated in the

sum. Correspondingly, such a Lorentzian form is often used as a fitting

expansion for the dielectric function.

While the spatial dependence of the dielectric function has not yet been

discussed, a local spatial dependence

D(r,ω)= ε0ε(r,ω)E(r,ω), (2.23)
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could be implicitly assumed. Such a local dependence combined with

hard-wall material boundaries has proven to be a successful approach for

numerous application cases of classical electromagnetism. However, in

small scale, the non-locality of the dielectric function becomes important

as is further discussed in Sec. 2.3.

Numerical methods

The classical electrodynamic response of structures characterized by the

dielectric function ε(ω) can be calculated with various numerical methods,

which are also commonly used for modeling plasmonic structures.

In the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [134], the Maxwell

equations (2.18) are discretized in space and time and solved numerically

by propagating the fields in time. The full FDTD approach can be simplified

for small structures by its quasi-static formulation [135, 136].

In discrete-dipole approximation (DDA) method [137], the structure is

described by a fine matrix of discrete polarizable points that respond as

dipoles to the perturbing local electric field. The total response of the

structure is obtained via the interaction between the individual dipoles.

Both FDTD and DDA scale with the volume of the system. However, the

solutions of the Maxwell equations can be formulated for the boundary

conditions between different regions. This fact is utilized in the boundary

element method (BEM) [53] and the surface integral equation (SIE) method

[138].

2.2.1 Mie theory

Mie (or Lorenz–Mie) theory [139] is an analytical solution of the Maxwell

equations for a homogeneous sphere with a local dielectric function [140].

The approach has been generalized to, e.g., non-homogeneous media and

non-spherical geometries [7, Sec. 2.1.4]. It should be emphasized that the

Mie theory gives a full solution, including retardation effects as well as the

dipole, quadrupole, and all the higher order electric and magnetic modes.

Here, for the interests of this thesis, we consider only the quasi-static limit

of the theory.

Quasi-static limit

The quasi-static response can be obtained as a limit of the Mie equations

or directly by solving the electrostatic problem, see, e.g., Ref. [7, Sec. 2.1.2]
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or [9, Sec. 5.1]. This yields the polarizability for a sphere

α(ω)= 3ε0V
ε(ω)−εm(ω)
ε(ω)+2εm(ω)

= 3ε0V
[
1− 3εm(ω)

ε(ω)+2εm(ω)

]
, (2.24)

where εm is the dielectric function of the surrounding medium (εm = 1 in

vacuum). It is illustrative to note that by evaluating Eq. (2.24) in vacuum

with the free-electron dielectric function Eq. (2.17), one obtains exactly the

polarizability of the free-electron sphere [Eq. (2.10)].

In vacuum, the absorption cross section (2.12) for a sphere can be written

with Eq. (2.24) as

σ(ω)= 9Vω

c
Im[ε(ω)]

(Re[ε(ω)]+2)2 + Im[ε(ω)]2 . (2.25)

The absorption attains a maximum when the denominator is smallest. In

regions where Im[ε(ω)] is varying slowly, the denominator is minimized

when

Re[ε(ω0)]≈−2. (2.26)

This resonance condition for the localized surface plasmon on a sphere is

known as the Fröhlich condition in vacuum.

Fig. 2.4 shows the absorption cross section (2.25) of a silver sphere eval-

uated with a Lorentzian fit [135] of the experimental dielectric function

shown in Fig. 2.3. The obtained plasmon resonance at around 3.6 eV is

close to the experimental value directly measured on silver nanoparticles

in classical quasi-static size regime (above the nanoscopic sizes that are

beyond the classical description) [56].

Compared to the free-electron reference shown in Fig. 2.4, the true plas-

mon resonance of silver is red-shifted (i.e., shifted to lower energies). The

red-shift is caused by the screening of the free-electron charge oscillation by

the interband transitions. The interband transitions cause atom-localized

counter-polarization (visible explicitly in Sec. 5.1 later), which weakens

the restoring electric field E1 at the resonance (see Fig. 2.1). Correspond-

ingly, the plasmon resonance frequency is decreased. This red-shift could

be already modeled with a suitable real-valued static polarization ε∞ > 1

without a full account of χB(ω) in Eq. (2.22). Such static polarization shifts

the real part of ε(ω) up, whence the resonance condition (2.26) is met at a

lower energy.

In addition to the red-shift, the intensity of the plasmon resonance is also

strongly reduced. This damping is caused by an increase in the imaginary

part Im[ε]. Namely, at the resonance given by Eq. (2.26), the absorption
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Figure 2.4. Absorption of a silver sphere. The solid and dashed lines show the absorption
calculated with the experimental and free-electron Drude dielectric functions,
respectively (see Fig. 2.3).

intensity (2.25) is σ(ω0) ∝ω0Im[ε(ω0)]−1. Additionally, above the plasmon

resonance, the absorption is non-vanishing due to a direct absorption by

the interband transitions.

2.3 Beyond the classical description

Even though the local dielectric function (2.23) combined with the hard-

wall description of structures is a powerful approach for predicting macro-

scopic electromagnetic properties down to microscopic particles, it is insuf-

ficient for describing nanoscale features. Especially, the detailed response

at the surface region is likely to be unreliably estimated with that ap-

proach. From a quantum-mechanical point of view, even the definition of

the material boundary is rather arbitrary at the length scales of Fermi

wavelength (of the order <∼ 1 nm [1, Table 2.1]).

The non-locality arising from such details can be described with the

non-local dielectric function ε(r,r′,ω) defined via

D(r,ω)= ε0

∫
dr′ ε(r,r′,ω)E(r′,ω). (2.27)

For a homogeneous system with ε(r,r′)= ε(r−r′), the spatial dependence

can be Fourier transformed to obtain

D(q,ω)= ε0ε(q,ω)E(q,ω), (2.28)

where q is the wave vector.

Quantum-mechanically, non-local response arises naturally (see Chap-

ter 3). An example of a non-local dielectric function is the Lindhard

dielectric function derived for a homogeneous electron gas within the

random-phase approximation. In the long wavelength limit (q → 0), the
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Lindhard dielectric function is

ε(q,ω)= 1−
ω2

p

(ω+ iη)2

[
1+ 3

5

ω2
p

(ω+ iη)2

v2
F

ω2
p

q2 + . . .

]
, (2.29)

where η is a positive infinitesimal [141, Sec. 7.5.2]. In the limit η→ 0+, the

denominator is expanded as (ω+ iη)2 ≈ω2+ i2ηω. Then, by interpreting 2η

as the phenomenological Drude damping γ and by setting q = 0, the local

Drude dielectric function (2.17) is obtained from Eq. (2.29).

In nanoparticles, the non-local effects lead to additional surface absorp-

tion and a redshift of the LSPR energy when the induced charge oscillation

spills outside the material boundary [7, Sec. 2.1.4f]. Many non-local as-

pects can be accounted for in a semi-classical level [71–79] with a reduced

computational cost compared to the full quantum-mechanical approaches,

providing also a complementing theoretical viewpoint. Nevertheless, an

ab initio quantum-mechanical description is a valuable reference for un-

derstanding the behaviour of electrons. The full quantum-mechanical

description of electrons leads to various quantum aspects in the plasmonic

response, which are discussed in Chapter 6.
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3. Electronic structure theory

The properties of materials are determined by the constituting atoms and

their arrangement in space. The outer electrons of atoms interact together

forming chemical bonds and the electronic structure of the material. The

electronic structure determines, for instance, whether the material is

electrically insulating or metallic with a specific free-electron density (see

Ch. 2).

The underlying atomic nuclei also affect the properties of the mate-

rial via lattice vibrations, for instance. However, the atomic nuclei are

massive compared to electrons and the time scale of their dynamics is

consequently much longer. This is the fundamental observation behind the

Born–Oppenheimer approximation, in which the nuclear and electronic

degrees of freedom are separated [142, App. C].

In this chapter, we consider only the electronic behavior within the

Born–Oppenheimer approximation. For conciseness, spin-dependence is

not explicitly discussed. Atomic units are used throughout the chapter,

implying ħ= me = e = 1/4πε0 = 1.

3.1 Many-body formulation

The non-relativistic quantum-mechanical description of electrons in matter

is based on the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

i
∂

∂t
Ψ({ri}, t)= Ĥ(t)Ψ({ri}, t), (3.1)

where Ψ({ri}, t) is the many-body wave function describing N electrons and

their dynamics. The system is described by the Hamiltonian operator Ĥ of
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the form

Ĥ(t)=−∑
i

1
2
∇̂2

i︸ ︷︷ ︸
T̂

+ 1
2

∑
i �= j

1∣∣r̂i − r̂ j
∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸

V̂int

+∑
i

vext(r̂i, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
V̂ext(t)

, (3.2)

which contains the electronic kinetic energy T̂ and the electron-electron

Coulomb interaction V̂int. These terms are of the same form for electrons in

any system or material. The external potential V̂ext is the term that leads

to different electronic structures among all the various existing materials

[142, Ch. 3].

The external potential is determined by the underlying atomic struc-

ture. Each atom a is characterized with the atomic number Za and the

position Ra, which is a fixed parameter within the Born–Oppenheimer

approximation. The atomic nuclei determine the potential for electrons

vext(r̂, t)=−∑
a

Za

|r̂−Ra|
+v′

ext(r̂, t), (3.3)

where v′
ext(r, t) contains any other external potential such as electric field,

for example. In the jellium approximation (Sec. 2.1), the atomic potential

is replaced by that of a uniform fixed positive charge density.

When the external potential is independent of time v′
ext(r, t) = v′

ext(r),

the Hamiltonian is time-independent and the electronic structure is con-

veniently described by its stationary states. These stationary states are

obtained as the eigenstates of the time-independent Schrödinger equation

ĤΨI({ri})= EI ΨI({ri}), (3.4)

where EI and ΨI({ri}) are the energy and the wave function of Ith station-

ary state, respectively. The ground state of the system is the lowest-energy

stationary state (E0, Ψ0). The higher-energy states are excited states of

the system.

While the electronic structure of any material can be described in such

a compact form, the Schrödinger equation (3.4) is in practice unsolvable

for other than model systems. This challenge is due to its many-body

character. The Schrödinger equation is 3N-dimensional, which makes

even storing the full wave function ΨI({ri}) numerically impractical for

realistic systems. Different numerical methods, such as quantum Monte

Carlo [143] or wave-function methods such as configuration interaction

[144, Ch. 4] have been developed to tackle the many-body problem. In

this thesis, the (time-dependent) density-functional theory is used to solve

the many-body problem with a favorable balance between accuracy and

computational efficiency.
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3.2 Density-functional theory

Density-functional theory (DFT) is a reformulation of the many-body time-

independent Schrödinger equation (3.4) in terms of the electron density

n(r). The foundations of DFT lie in the theorems proven by Hohenberg

and Kohn [145], stating that the ground state density n0(r) of the system

is in principle enough to determine vext(r) and hence all the properties of

the system. Additionally, there exists a density functional for the energy

E[n]= T[n]+Eint[n]+
∫

drvext(r)n(r), (3.5)

where the kinetic energy T[n] = 〈Ψ|T̂|Ψ〉 and the interaction energy

Eint[n] = 〈Ψ|V̂int|Ψ〉 are functionals of density. The global minimum of

E[n] is the ground state energy E0 obtained at the ground-state density

n0(r) [142, Ch. 6].

Thus, the many-body system could be described as a minimization prob-

lem of the energy functional E[n] with respect to density n(r), which is a

three-dimensional object in contrast to 3N-dimensional Ψ({ri}). However,

constructing such a functional E[n] (or sufficient approximations to it) that

would depend only on the density has been an everlasting challenge of DFT.

Especially, the evaluation of the kinetic energy T[n] as an explicit density

functional is not straightforward, though the Thomas–Fermi model gives

an analytic expression for it in the limit of a non-interacting homogeneous

electron gas. Nowadays, such DFT methods with explicit density depen-

dency are called as orbital-free DFT, in contrast to the Kohn–Sham (KS)

DFT [146] that is the DFT approach used mostly in practice.

The idea in the Kohn–Sham DFT is to introduce an auxiliary system of

N non-interacting electrons [146]. This allows the energy functional to be

written as

E[n]= Ts[n]+EH[n]+Exc[n]+
∫

drvext(r)n(r), (3.6)

where Ts is the kinetic energy of the system of non-interacting electrons

and EH is the Hartree energy. All the missing many-body effects in the

full kinetic and interaction energy are encapsulated in the exchange-

correlation (xc) energy Exc [142, Ch. 7].

While it is still hard to evaluate Ts[n] as an explicit density functional,

it can be easily evaluated from the single-electron wave functions of the

non-interacting system. This is also the way in which KS-DFT is performed

in practice. The non-interacting Kohn–Sham system is described by an
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effective single-particle Schrödinger equation

hKSψi(r)= εiψi(r), (3.7)

which defines the KS wave functions, ψi, and the eigenvalues, εi. The

effective KS Hamiltonian corresponding to the energy functional (3.6) is

hKS =−1
2
∇2︸ ︷︷ ︸

tKS

+
∫

dr′ n(r′)
|r−r′|︸ ︷︷ ︸

vH[n](r)

+vxc[n](r)+vext(r)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
vKS[n](r)

, (3.8)

consisting of the kinetic energy, tKS, the Hartree potential, vH, and the

xc potential, vxc, which describes the missing many-body exchange and

correlation effects. The external potential, vext, is the same single-electron

potential as in the many-body case [Eq. (3.3) without time dependence].

The non-interacting many-electron system is retrieved by occupying the

N lowest single-particle states, yielding the total electron density

n(r)=
N∑

i=1

∣∣ψi(r)
∣∣2 =∑

i
f i
∣∣ψi(r)

∣∣2 , (3.9)

where the latter expression introduces an occupation number f i, which is

1 for the N lowest states and 0 for all the other (in practical calculations,

f i can attain a value of two in a spin-paired description). By the design of

the KS system, the density given by Eq. (3.9) is supposed to be the ground

state density of the original many-body system.

In the Kohn–Sham approach the many-body interactions are taken into

account implicitly through the effective potential. Namely, the potential

depends on the electron density, see Eq. (3.8). Thus, in practice the KS

system is solved in a self-consistent loop. Starting from an initial density,

the Hamiltonian (3.8) is calculated after which the Schrödinger equation

(3.7) gives the wave functions, which yield a new density according to

Eq. (3.9). The Hamiltonian and wave functions are solved with the obtained

density, yielding again a new density. This process is iterated until the

Hamiltonian and the density are self-consistent.

The challenge in KS-DFT is the xc functional. Its exact form is not

known and it needs to be approximated in practice. However, even simple

approximations for the functional can predict well the electronic properties

of realistic materials, which makes KS-DFT a widely used workhorse for

the electronic structure theory.

The most of the real kinetic energy is captured by the kinetic energy of the

non-interacting KS electrons and the Hartree energy takes the non-local
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electron-electron interaction into account in a classical level. Thus, already

local xc functionals are successful. In the local-density approximation

(LDA) [147–149] the xc functional is approximated to be point-wise that of

the homogeneous electron gas,

ELDA
xc [n]=

∫
drn(r)εhom

xc (n(r)), (3.10)

where εhom
xc is the xc energy density of the homogeneous electron gas. Due

to its basis in homogeneous electron gas, LDA is expected to perform best

for metals that have nearly free electrons, but LDA has been observed

to work remarkably well also for other systems whose electron structure

is far from homogeneous electron gas, such as atoms and molecules [142,

Ch. 8].

Generalized gradient approximations (GGAs) are semi-local functionals

that are generalizations of LDA with additional degree of freedom intro-

duced by allowing the xc energy density to depend also on the gradient

of the density. The generalization can be done in different ways and the

Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) [150] xc functional is an example of a

GGA functional. Generally, GGAs yield an improvement over LDA [142,

Ch. 8].

It is an active area of research to improve the approximations for the

xc functional. The development can be based on theoretical justifications

like LDA and PBE, retaining the ab initio nature in the modeling, or

on empirical fitting of parameters to optimize the functional for specific

properties or system classes. One possibility for improvement is to device

functionals that depend on the KS wave functions ψi similarly to the Kohn–

Sham kinetic energy. This is used in self-interaction corrected functionals

and the Hartree–Fock exchange functional. So-called hybrid functionals

combine the Hartree–Fock exchange with explicit density functionals,

providing high accuracy for energetics [142, Ch. 8].

For the purposes of this thesis, LDA and PBE give a good description

of simple metals. However, for metals with shallow d-electrons, such as

copper, silver, and gold, these functionals overestimate the energy of the

d-electron bands [151, 152]. For these systems, a successful approach is to

use the orbital-dependent Gritsenko–van Leeuwen–van Lenthe–Baerends

(GLLB) [153] xc potential with the solid-state modification by Kuisma et al.

(GLLB-SC) [154], yielding an accurate description of d-electrons in such

systems [151, 152].
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3.3 Time-dependent density-functional theory

Thus far we have discussed the static ground state properties given by Ψ0.

Eq. (3.1) would give the electron dynamics in the system starting from a

chosen state, or the higher-energy eigensolutions of Eq. (3.4) would give the

excited states of the system. However, KS-DFT is a ground-state theory

and does not provide a practical access to the excited states, although

the unoccupied KS states would serve as estimates to the single-particle

excitations in the system. Regarding the collective plasmonic excitations

described in this thesis, such a single-particle picture is deemed to be

insufficient.

Time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) is a method for

describing dynamics and excited states within the KS-DFT framework

[124, 125], with the formal foundations lying on the theorems by Runge

and Gross [155] and van Leeuwen [156].

Within TDDFT, the dynamics of the KS system is described by the time-

dependent KS equation

i
∂

∂t
ψi(r, t)= hKS(t)ψi(r, t) (3.11)

with the time-dependent Hamiltonian

hKS(t)=−1
2
∇2 +

∫
dr′ n(r′, t)

|r−r′| +vxc[n](r, t)+vext(r, t), (3.12)

where the external potential vext(r, t) can contain a time-dependent pertur-

bation [as in Eq. (3.3)]. Here the time-dependent density is obtained from

the KS wave functions

n(r, t)=∑
i

f i
∣∣ψi(r, t)

∣∣2 (3.13)

and it reproduces the electron density evolution of the true many-body

system, when an exact xc correlation potential vxc[n](r, t) is used.

For analyzing the excitations, it is useful to consider the Kohn–Sham

density matrix (see Sec. 4.4 later)

ρ(r,r′, t)=∑
i
ψi(r, t) f iψ

∗
i (r′, t), (3.14)

the diagonal of which gives the density as ρ(r,r, t) = n(r, t). While the

density is supposed to be equal to that of the true many-body system, the

Kohn–Sham density matrix is not the same as the true density matrix.

In TDDFT, the xc potential is a more complex object than in DFT. First

of all, the xc potential vxc has a functional dependence on the initial
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states of the true many-body system and the KS system. However, when

the initial state is the ground state, then the initial state dependence

becomes incorporated through the density, according to the Hohenberg–

Kohn theorem [124, Sec. 4.1].

Another complication is that the xc potential vxc[n](r, t) has a func-

tional dependence on the time-dependent density n(r, t), which is a four-

dimensional quantity, i.e., including the full history of the density. Formally,

the xc potential is obtained as a functional derivative of a properly causal

action functional [157, 158]. However, often in practice, an adiabatic ap-

proximation is employed. In this approximation, the xc potential vxc[n](r, t)

is taken as the ground-state xc potential vgs
xc[n](r) evaluated at the instan-

taneous density. For example, adiabatic LDA (ALDA) is given by

vALDA
xc [n](r, t)= vLDA

xc [n](r)
∣∣
n→n(r,t). (3.15)

Like LDA is local in space, adiabatic potentials are local in time. In similar

fashion, any ground-state xc potential can be used as an adiabatic xc

potential in the time domain [124, Sec. 4.3].

Despite their notable simplicity, the adiabatic xc potentials are successful

in practice. This is especially true for simple metal nanoparticles, where

already random-phase approximation (RPA), which ignores the dynamical

xc effects (but includes the dynamical interaction through the Hartee

potential), and ALDA give good estimates for plasmon resonances [86, 88,

90, 101].

3.3.1 Real-time propagation method

A straightforward solution for obtaining the time-dependent dynamics is

to propagate Eq. (3.11) in time. In practice, this means that first the initial

state is prepared, e.g., to the ground state given by the self-consistent

solution of the KS-DFT equations. Then, Eq. (3.11) is propagated in finite

time steps, updating the density (3.13) and the Hamiltonian (3.12) as the

time evolves. It is important to note that only the initially occupied time-

evolved states contribute to the density and hence only they need to be

propagated.

The time-propagation scheme is applicable to any time-dependent poten-

tial vext(r, t) and yields the full response, including all non-linear effects.

The largest accessible frequency is determined by the used time step, which

determines the numerical accuracy together with the used propagator. For

an example of a practical propagation scheme used in this thesis, see
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Sec. 4.3.1.

3.4 Linear-response theory for electronic excitations

The linear-response theory considers the response of the system to pertur-

bations that are so weak that the response scales linearly with the strength

of the perturbation. Correspondingly, let us consider a time-dependent

external potential that is slightly perturbed from the static case

vext(r, t)= vext(r)+δvext(r, t)θ(t), (3.16)

where θ(t) is a step function, indicating that the perturbation δvext(r, t) is

switched on at time t = 0. The strength of the perturbation is assumed to

be weak. The change in the density is given by

δn(r, t)= n(r, t)−n0(r)=
∫t

0
dt′

∫
dr′χ(r,r′, t− t′)δvext(r, t)+O (δv2

ext)

(3.17)

where χ is the linear density-density response function. Eq. (3.17) can be

expressed in the frequency space via the Fourier transform (2.8) as

δn(r,ω)=
∫

dr′χ(r,r′,ω)δvext(r′,ω). (3.18)

The response function can be written in terms of the excited states ΨI as

χ(r,r′,ω)= lim
η→0+

∞∑
I=1

(〈Ψ0| n̂(r) |ΨI〉〈ΨI | n̂(r′) |Ψ0〉
ω−ωI + iη

− 〈Ψ0| n̂(r′) |ΨI〉〈ΨI | n̂(r) |Ψ0〉
ω+ωI + iη

)
, (3.19)

where ωI = EI −E0 are the excitation energies of the many-body system

and n̂(r) is the density operator. Eq. (3.19) is known as the Lehmann

representation of the response function [124, Ch. 7].

3.4.1 Linear-response TDDFT

In Eq. (3.18), χ is the response function of the true interacting many-body

system. For the Kohn–Sham system, the equivalent equation would be

δn(r,ω)=
∫

dr′χKS(r,r′,ω)δvKS(r′,ω), (3.20)

where χKS is the response function of the KS system. The linear change in

the KS potential [see Eq. (3.8)] is

δvKS(r,ω)=
∫

dr′
(

1
|r−r′| + fxc(r,r′,ω)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

fHxc(r,r′,ω)

δn(r′,ω)+δvext(r,ω), (3.21)
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which includes, in addition to the external perturbation, the Hartree

kernel and the exchange-correlation kernel fxc, which is defined as a

functional derivative of the xc potential with respect to a density variation.

Essentially, fxc takes into account the dynamical xc effects like vxc [124,

Sec. 7.3.2].

By combining Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21), we get

δn(r,ω)=
∫

dr′χKS(r,r′,ω)
(∫

dr′′ fHxc(r′,r′′,ω)δn(r′′,ω)+δvext(r′,ω)
)
.

(3.22)

The Lehmann representation of the response function of the non-interacting

KS system can be evaluated from the KS wave functions and eigenvalues

as

χKS(r,r′,ω)= lim
η→0+

∑
i, j

( f j − f i)
ψi(r)ψ∗

j (r)ψ∗
i (r′)ψ j(r′)

ω− (εi −ε j)+ iη
, (3.23)

where the summation indices i and j run over all Kohn–Sham states, i.e.,

both εi − ε j < 0 and εi − ε j > 0 contributions are included, analogously to

Eq. (3.19) [124, Sec. 7.3.2].

Because Eq. (3.23) can be calculated from the KS-DFT results, Eq. (3.22)

can be evaluated iteratively for a given δvext(r′,ω) until δn(r,ω) converges.

By the construction of the KS system, the obtained δn(r,ω) is supposed

to be equal to the density response of the true many-body system, giving

access to further observables.

3.4.2 Casida method

In the Casida method [159], the density response δn(r,ω) is expressed in

the KS product basis. Such an approach arises naturally by considering

the Lehmann sum-over-states representation Eq. (3.23).

By plugging Eq. (3.23) into Eq. (3.22), we get (after taking the limit

η→ 0+)

δn(r,ω)=∑
i, j

ψi(r)ψ∗
j (r)

f j − f i

ω− (εi −ε j)
·∫

dr′ψ∗
i (r′)ψ j(r′)

(∫
dr′′ fHxc(r′,r′′,ω)δn(r′′,ω)+δvext(r′,ω)

)
(3.24)

This suggests that we can represent δn(r,ω) in the product basis deter-

mined by the KS wave functions, i.e., let us denote

δn(r,ω)=∑
i, j

ψi(r)ψ∗
j (r)δρ i j(ω), (3.25)
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where δρ i j(ω) is, in fact, the linear response of the KS density matrix

in the basis of KS wave functions. To see this, consider the KS density

matrix Eq. (3.14). By expanding the wave functions up to linear order

ψi(r, t) = c(0)
i (t)ψi(r)+∑

j c(1)
i j (t)ψ j(r), we can obtain the linear response of

KS density matrix as

δρ(1)(r,r′, t)=∑
i, j

c(0)
i (t)ψi(r) f i c(1)∗

i j (t)ψ∗
j (r

′)+∑
i, j

c(1)
i j (t)ψ j(r) f i c(0)∗

i (t)ψ∗
i (r′)

=∑
i, j

ψi(r)ψ∗
j (r

′)
[
c(0)

i (t) f i c(1)∗
i j (t)+ c(0)∗

j (t) f j c(1)
ji (t)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

δρ
(1)
i j (t)

(3.26)

where the last equality is obtained by relabeling the summation indices.

By comparing Eq. (3.26) to Eq. (3.25), we see the correspondence between

δρ i j(ω) and the density matrix.

By plugging Eq. (3.25) into δn(r,ω) in the right hand side of Eq. (3.24),

and comparing the resulting expression for δn(r,ω) to Eq. (3.25), we obtain

δρ i j(ω)= f j − f i

ω− (εi −ε j)

(∑
kl

Ki j,kl(ω)δρkl(ω)+δvext
i j (ω)

)
, (3.27)

where the K matrix and the external potential in the product basis are

Ki j,kl(ω)=
∫

dr
∫

dr′ψ∗
i (r)ψ j(r) fHxc(r,r′,ω)ψk(r′)ψ∗

l (r′) (3.28)

and

δvext
i j (ω)=

∫
drψ∗

i (r)ψ j(r)δvext(r,ω), (3.29)

respectively.

At the excitation energies ωI of the interacting system, the response

function (3.19) diverges. Consequently, the density response δn(r,ω) [see

Eq. (3.18)] becomes infinite even for vanishingly small external perturba-

tion. This corresponds to the fact that the excited state ΨI is a stationary

state of the system and once the system has been excited there, it can

stay there without an external stimulus. (Though in reality, the excited

states would have only a finite lifetime.) This observation means that

we can find the resonances of the system by considering Eq. (3.27) in the

limit δvext → 0 (this is analogous to solving the resonance frequency of the

free-electron sphere in Sec. 2.1.1) [124, Sec. 7.5.1]. In this limit, Eq. (3.27)

is

∑
kl

[
δikδ jl(εi −ε j)+ ( f j − f i)Ki j,kl(ωI)

]
δρI

kl =ωIδρ
I
i j, (3.30)
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which is a non-linear (infinite-dimensional) matrix eigenvalue equation,

when we consider the double-index i j as a single indexing variable. The

excitation energies are obtained as eigenvalues ωI and the eigenvectors

δρI give the transition density of the excitation via Eq. (3.25). The density

response to a specific perturbation δvext can be solved from Eq. (3.27) by

using a spectral decomposition for the diagonalized matrix [compare to

Eq. (3.33) later].

Eq. (3.30) becomes an ordinary linear eigenvalue equation when the K

matrix (i.e., the fHxc kernel) is frequency-independent. This corresponds

to the adiabatic approximation (see Sec. 3.3). The RPA approximation is

obtained by setting fxc = 0, i.e., only the Hartree kernel is included within

RPA.

However, Eq. (3.30) is not the form used in practice. It is conventional to

separate the matrix in its electron-hole ( f i > f j; εi < ε j) and hole-electron

( f i < f j; εi > ε j) parts. This leads to the Casida equations [159]. In the case

of real wave functions and frequency-independent kernel, Eq. (3.30) can

be cast in a compact form

ΩFI =ω2
I FI , (3.31)

where the Ω matrix is

Ωia, jb =ω2
iaδia, jb +2

√
f iaωiaKia, jb

√
f jbω jb, (3.32)

and ωia = εa − εi > 0 and f ia = f i − fa > 0 [159] (note that different con-

ventions exist in these definitions). Here, only the electron-hole part is

included, and the double-index ia ( jb) denotes a KS excitation from an

occupied state i ( j) to an unoccupied state a (b).

With real-valued ground-state wave functions ψi(r), the real part of the

KS density matrix, Re[ρ ia(t)]= 1/2 · [ρ ia(t)+ρ∗
ia(t)]= 1/2 · [ρ ia(t)+ρai(t)], is

sufficient for accessing observables based on the density [159]. Assuming

a real-valued external potential δvext(r, t), the linear response of Re[ρ ia(t)]

in frequency space is given by

δρ ia(ω)=
eh∑
jb

√
f iaωia

(
ω21−Ω

)−1
ia, jb

√
f jbω jbδvext

jb (ω), (3.33)

where the summation runs over electron-hole (eh) pairs [159]. Note

that for simplicity, we denote the Fourier transform F
{
Re[δρ ia(t)]

}
(ω) =

δρ ia(ω). By using a spectral decomposition Ωia, jb =∑
I FI,iaω

2
I F∗

I, jb, we get(
ω21−Ω

)−1
ia, jb =

∑
I FI,ia(ω2 −ω2

I )−1F∗
I, jb, and Eq. (3.33) can be written as

δρ ia(ω)=
√

f iaωia
∑
I

FI,ia
1

ω2 −ω2
I

eh∑
jb

F∗
I, jb

√
f jbω jbδvext

jb (ω). (3.34)
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Analogously to Eq. (3.25), the induced density in response to the perturba-

tion is obtained as

δn(r,ω)= 2
eh∑
ia

ψi(r)ψ∗
a(r)δρ ia(ω), (3.35)

where the factor 2 originates from the transformation to the electron-hole

part only.

3.5 Linear optical response

The linear-response theory for density variations formulated in the previ-

ous section captures all excitations ωI that induce a density change [see

Ref. [124, p. 149] for discussion when this is not the case]. In this thesis,

the interest is in optical excitations, which are captured by treating light

as a classical electromagnetic (EM) radiation.

For structures that are much smaller than the wavelength of the perturb-

ing EM field, the electron interaction with light can be described at the

quasi-static limit. This gives the so-called dipole approximation

δvext(r, t)= z E sin(ωt), (3.36)

where, for concreteness, we have assumed that the frequency of the elec-

tromagnetic radiation is ω and the electric field component E of the EM

radiation is aligned in z direction. This means that the corresponding EM

waves would be propagating perpendicular to z, though in the quasi-static

approximation, the retardation effects resulting from the finite speed of

light are neglected.

All the response quantities are obtained by evaluating the general ex-

pressions of the previous section with the dipole perturbation of Eq. (3.36).

The induced density response is given by Eq. (3.18)

δnz(r,ω)=
∫

dr′χ(r,r′,ω) z′E (3.37)

and the xz component of the dynamical polarizability tensor α(ω) [compare

to Eq. (2.9)] is

αxz(ω)=− 1
E

∫
dr xδnz(r,ω)=−

∫
dr

∫
dr′ xχ(r,r′,ω) z′. (3.38)

By using the Lehmann representation (3.19), we get

αzz(ω)= lim
η→0+

∞∑
I=1

2ωI |〈ΨI | ẑ |Ψ0〉|2
ω2

I − (ω+ iη)2
, (3.39)
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the numerator of which is the z-component of the oscillator strength

f z
I = 2ωI |〈ΨI | ẑ |Ψ0〉|2 . (3.40)

This oscillator strength satisfies the sum rule∑
I

f z
I = N, (3.41)

where N is the number of electrons in the system. Similarly, the total mean

oscillator strength fI = ( f x
I + f y

I + f z
I )/3 satisfies the Thomas–Reiche–Kuhn

sum rule
∑

I f I = N. [160, Sec. 2.4.6]

The imaginary part of the polarizability gives the photoabsorption cross

section [as in Eq. (2.12), but here in atomic units ε0 → 1/4π]

σz(ω)= 4πω
c

Im[αzz(ω)] , (3.42)

which can be expressed in alternative units as a dipole strength function

Sz(ω)= c
2π2σz(ω)= 2ω

π
Im[αzz(ω)] . (3.43)

The dipole strength function is related to the oscillator strengths. Namely,

by plugging Eq. (3.39) into Eq. (3.43), we obtain

Sz(ω)= 2ω
π

∞∑
I=1

f z
I lim
η→0+

Im

[
1

ω2
I − (ω+ iη)2

]
=

∞∑
I=1

f z
I δ(ω−ωI), (3.44)

where we have used Eq. (2.11) to get Im
[
ω2

I − (ω+ iη)2]−1 −−−→
η→0

π
2ωI

δ(ω−ωI)

(for ω> 0). Correspondingly, the dipole strength function satisfies a sum

rule analogous to Eq. (3.41) ∫∞

0
dωSz(ω)= N. (3.45)

3.5.1 Application of the Casida method

The spectroscopic quantities can be directly obtained within the Casida

method. However, it is important to note that the Casida method captures

also optically dark excitations, when an appropriate perturbation δvext is

used.

By using the dipole perturbation (3.36) in Eq. (3.34), the linear response

of the real part of the Kohn–Sham density matrix is obtained as

δρz
ia(ω)=

√
f iaωia

∑
I

FI,ia
1

ω2 −ω2
I

eh∑
jb

F∗
I, jb

√
f jbω jbz jb. (3.46)

where the dipole matrix element is zia =
∫

drψ∗
i (r)ψa(r)z. Then, Eq. (3.35)

yields the associated induced density δnz(r,ω).
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The dynamical polarizability (3.38) is obtained as

αxz(ω)=−2
eh∑
ia

x∗iaδρ
z
ia(ω) (3.47)

= 2
∑
I

1
ω2

I −ω2

(
eh∑
ia

x∗ia
√

f iaωiaFI,ia

)(
eh∑
jb

F∗
I, jb

√
f jbω jbz jb

)
, (3.48)

which, in comparison to Eq. (3.39), gives the oscillator strength for the

discrete excitations f z
I = 2

(∑eh
ia z∗ia

√
f iaωiaFI,ia

)2
.

The polarizability (3.48) is divergent at the excitation energies ωI , cor-

responding to the divergences of the response function χ. It is customary

to introduce a phenomenological lifetime for the excitations by the substi-

tution ω→ω+ iη. Here the arbitrary lifetime parameter η describes the

spectral broadening originating from environment or temperature effects,

or instrumental broadening, for instance. The substitution leads to the

Lorentzian form

1
ω2

I −ω2
−−−−−−→
ω→ω+iη

1
ω2

I − (ω+ iη)2
, (3.49)

the real and imaginary parts of which are given by Eq. (2.11). Specifically,

the imaginary part is given by

Im

[
1

ω2
I − (ω+ iη)2

]
= π

2ωI

[
Lη(ω)−Lη(−ω)

]
, (3.50)

where Lη(ω)= 1/π ·η/[(ω−ωI)2+η2] is the Lorentzian function, illustrating

that the described broadening leads to a Lorentzian line shape.

Alternatively, the Gaussian line shape can be obtained by using the Gaus-

sian function Gσ(ω)= 1/
�

2πσ·exp[−(ω−ωI)2/2σ2] instead of the Lorentzian

function Lη(ω) in Eq. (3.50). The corresponding real part can be obtained

analytically via the Kramers–Kronig relations (2.14), tabulated, e.g., in

Ref. [130, p. 465].

3.5.2 Application of the time propagation with a weak δ-pulse

Alternatively to the frequency space formulations like the Casida method,

the response can be obtained via explicit time propagation described in

Sec. 3.3.1. While a major advantage of the time-propagation scheme is

that it yields the full non-linear response, it is also advantageous in the

linear-response regime for large systems due to its favorable scaling with

the system size. While in the time-propagation method only occupied

orbitals are needed, the Casida method requires also unoccupied orbitals.

Thus, the Casida method can be limited to a certain energy range in
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practice, whereas the time-propagation approach does not suffer from this

limitation [124, Sec. 9.6.2]. However, the time propagation yields only

those excitations that are excited by the driving external perturbation

δvext, whereas the Casida matrix Ω captures all the excitations that have

a finite density response.

The optical response at a frequency ω could be obtained by propagating

the system from its ground state by a perturbation analogous to Eq. (3.36).

However, in the linear-response regime a more efficient approach can be

taken because all the frequencies are decoupled. Instead of Eq. (3.36), a

δ-pulse perturbation [161] can be used

δvext(r, t)= zKδ(t), (3.51)

where the weak constant K is proportional to the electric field strength E.

[Note the subtle difference due to the fact that the unit of δ(t) is time−1.]

The time-dependent density n(r, t) can be recorded during the time evolu-

tion, and then the induced density response in frequency space Eq. (3.37)

is obtained via the Fourier transform (2.8)

δnz(r,ω)= 1
K

∫∞

0
dt

[
nz(r, t)−n(r,0−)

]
eiωt +O (K), (3.52)

where the reference density n(r,0−) is the ground-state density evaluated

before the δ-kick, and the response has been normalized with the kick

strength.

The spectroscopic quantities such as the polarizability and the dipole

strength function can be calculated from the density response as presented

from Eq. (3.38) onwards. However, for obtaining the polarizability it is

not necessary to record the whole density, but the time-dependent dipole

moment is sufficient. Namely, by plugging Eq. (3.52) into Eq. (3.38), we

obtain

αxz(ω)= 1
K

∫∞

0
dt

[
μz

x(t)−μx(0−)
]

eiωt +O (K), (3.53)

where

μz
x(t)=−

∫
dr x nz(r, t) (3.54)

is the x component of the dipole moment in response to the z-oriented kick.

Similarly, any quantity of interest can be recorded or analyzed during the

time propagation. The linear response of the Kohn–Sham density matrix

Eq. (3.46) is particularly useful for analyzing collective plasmon excitations,

because it yields information on the coupling between individual Kohn–

Sham transitions [see Eq. (3.30)]. Analogously to the Casida formulation,
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the time-domain Kohn–Sham density matrix Eq. (3.14) can be represented

in the basis of the KS ground-state orbitals ψi(r) via a basis transformation

ρ ia(t)=
∑

j

[∫
drψ0∗

i (r)ψ j(r, t)
]

f j

[∫
drψ∗

j (r
′, t)ψ0

a(r′)
]

(3.55)

=∑
j

〈
ψi

∣∣ψ j(t)
〉

f j
〈
ψ j(t)

∣∣ψa
〉

. (3.56)

Then, assuming real-valued ground-state orbitals ψi(r), it suffices to con-

sider the real part, Re[ρ ia(t)], for accessing observables based on the den-

sity (see discussion in Sec. 3.4.2). The linear response of Re[ρ ia(t)] in

frequency space is given by

δρz
ia(ω)= 1

K

∫∞

0
dtRe

[
ρz

ia(t)−ρ ia(0−)
]

eiωt +O (K). (3.57)

However, the evaluation of the projections in the time domain as in

Eq. (3.56) may not be practical. In Sec. 4.4, we describe how the cal-

culation of the linear response of the density matrix can be implemented

in practice.

Analogously to the frequency domain, a finite excitation lifetime can be

modeled by the substitution ω→ ω+ iη in the Fourier transforms. This

leads to an exponential e−ηt damping of the signal, and hence only a finite

propagation time is needed. Alternatively, the Gaussian line shape can be

obtained by replacing the Lorentzian decay e−ηt with the Gaussian decay

function e−σ
2 t2/2.

While the Fourier transform is a rigorous way for transforming the time-

domain quantities to the frequency space, it is important to mention that

alternative approaches, such as the compressed sensing [162] or Padé

approximants [163] can be advantageous for obtaining the underlying

discrete frequency components with a reduced propagation time.
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The DFT and TDDFT equations outlined in Chapter 3 are solved numer-

ically in practice, and a number of different code packages have been

implemented for that purpose. In this chapter, an overview is given to

the computational methods used in this thesis. An emphasis is on those

aspects where the author has been involved in Publications I–III.

In the computational modeling performed in this thesis, the primary

workhorse has been the free GPAW code package [164–166] distributed un-

der the GNU Public License. Additionally, the free ASE package [167, 168]

has been used for the manipulation and optimization of atomic coordinates.

In general, the scientific Python environment [169], including the NumPy

[170], SciPy [171], and Matplotlib [172] Python packages, has been found

greatly useful for data processing and visualization. In addition, the free

GNU/Linux environment and various free tools available therein have

been extensively used during the thesis.

4.1 Projector augmented-wave method

In materials, the chemical bonds are formed by the interaction between

the shallow valence electrons of the constituting atoms. The tightly bound

core electrons of atoms are mostly unaffected by the surrounding chemical

environment. Thus, as a good approximation, the core electrons can be

treated as frozen, i.e. fixed to the core states of the isolated atom. However,

the core electrons manifest themselves also in the wave functions of the

valence electrons, which exhibit rapid oscillations in the vicinity of atomic

cores due to the orthogonality requirement of all the wave functions.

The projector augmented-wave (PAW) method [173] is an approach for

transforming such rapidly oscillating wave functions to their smooth coun-

terparts, which are more convenient in numerical calculations. The frozen
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core approximation is also commonly implemented within the PAW formal-

ism.

The PAW method is based on a transformation which replaces the rapidly

oscillating part of the wave function around an atom a, ψa
n(r), with its

smooth counterpart ψ̃a
n(r). This is done for each atom in the system. The

resulting pseudo-wave function ψ̃n(r) is smooth over the whole space. By

construction, the true wave function is related to the pseudo-wave function

through

ψn(r)= ψ̃n(r)+∑
a

[
ψa

n(r)− ψ̃a
n(r)

]
, (4.1)

where a enumerates the atoms of the system. The smooth function ψ̃a
n(r)

is constructed to be equal to ψa
n(r) outside an atom-specific radius and to

be its smooth continuation inside this radius. Due to the construction,∑
a
[
ψa

n(r)− ψ̃a
n(r)

]
is an atom-wise local correction to the pseudo-wave

function. Such local corrections can be constructed starting from the

orbitals of isolated atoms, leading to a transformation operator T defined

to satisfy

ψn(r)=T ψ̃n(r). (4.2)

The operator T can be constructed from atomic partial waves and their

smooth counterparts as well as from so-called projector functions [173,

174].

The practical application of the PAW method involves transforming the

Kohn–Sham equations to their smooth counterparts. For example, the

ground-state KS equation (3.7) can be written as

h̃KSψ̃n(r)= εnS̃ψ̃n(r) (4.3)

where the PAW Hamiltonian is h̃KS =T †hKST and an overlap operator

S̃ =T †T appears [174]. After constructing the transformed operators, the

solutions of Eq. (4.3) are the smooth pseudo-wave functions ψ̃n. The true

all-electron wave functions ψn can be recovered via Eq. (4.2) if necessary,

but it is numerically most convenient to stay within the pseudo-wave

functions and use the PAW-transformed operators to calculate the desired

properties.

The PAW method is a central part of the GPAW code [165]. Correspond-

ingly, also the numerical methods described in the following are imple-

mented within the PAW formalism in GPAW, although the PAW corrections

are not detailed here.
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4.2 Numerical representation of wave functions

An elemental choice in a numerical implementation is how to represent

the Kohn–Sham wave function ψ(r) [or the pseudo-wave function ψ̃(r)]

in a numerical form. In extended systems like solids, the periodicity is

utilized to decompose the wave function into a wave-like part eik·r and a

cell-periodic part uk(r), i.e., ψk(r)= eik·ruk(r), according to Bloch’s theorem

[1, Ch. 8]. Then, it is common to represent uk(r) in a plane-wave basis, i.e.,

in Fourier space, which is advantageous due to the periodicity of uk(r).

An alternative possible approach is to represent the continuous r on a

discrete real-space grid and employ finite-difference expressions for the

operators. While such description can be applied for uk(r), it is particularly

appealing for finite systems because it eliminates the implicit periodic

images of the system that are present in the plane-wave basis.

For finite systems, another attractive method is to represent the wave

function ψ(r) as a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO), though

the approach is suitable for extended systems as well. The LCAO method

is motivated by the formation of chemical bonds from overlapping atomic

wave functions as the atoms are brought closer. In practice, the plain

atomic orbitals are not usually sufficient for describing the wave function

ψ in a desirable accuracy, and additional local basis functions need to be

included in the LCAO basis set. However, the number of necessary basis

functions is usually small in comparison to the number of plane-waves or

real-space grid points needed to describe the same system. This fact makes

the LCAO method numerically efficient, but the efficiency comes with a

cost that the basis set convergence is not always straightforward.

4.3 Local basis sets

In the LCAO approach a single-particle wave function is expressed as a

linear combination of the predetermined basis functions φμ(r)

ψn(r)=∑
μ

φμ(r)Cμn, i.e., 〈r|ψn〉 =
∑
μ

〈r|φμ〉〈φμ|ψn〉 , (4.4)

where Cμn are the expansion coefficients [175]. In this expansion, {φμ}μ
could be any set of basis functions, but in a local basis set, the basis

functions are chosen to be functions confined around the atoms of the

system.

Because the basis functions are fixed, the vector Cn determines the
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wave function ψn(r). The Kohn–Sham equation (3.7) can be analogously

transformed to the chosen basis. By substituting Eq. (4.4) into Eq. (3.7),

we get ∑
μ

hKSφμ(r)Cμn = εn
∑
μ

φμ(r)Cμn. (4.5)

By multiplying Eq. (4.5) from the left with φ∗
ν(r) and integrating over r,

we get a generalized matrix eigenvalue equation

HKSCn = εnSCn, (4.6)

where the elements of the Hamiltonian and the overlap matrix are

(HKS)νμ =
∫

drφ∗
ν(r)hKSφμ(r) and (4.7a)

(S)νμ =
∫

drφ∗
ν(r)φμ(r), (4.7b)

respectively [175]. When the basis functions {φμ}μ are localized, the Hamil-

tonian and overlap matrices are sparse, which is advantageous for numeri-

cal calculations.

The generalized matrix eigenvalue equation (4.6) can be solved directly

or iteratively, and as a result the eigenvectors Cn and the corresponding

eigenvalues εn are obtained. The Hamiltonian matrix has a functional

dependence on the density n and the self-consistent cycle is performed as

discussed in Section 3.2. By substituting Eq. (4.4) into Eq. (3.9), we get an

expression for the density in the local basis set as

n(r)=∑
νμ

φν(r)
∑
n

Cνn fnC∗
μnφ

∗
μ(r), (4.8)

where

ρνμ =
∑
n

Cνn fnC∗
μn (4.9)

is the Kohn–Sham density matrix in the local basis set [175].

4.3.1 Time-propagation TDDFT

The local basis sets can be applied to the time domain analogously to

Eq. (4.4) by adding a time dependence to the expansion coefficients

ψn(r, t)=∑
μ

φμ(r)Cμn(t). (4.10)

Analogously to the steps leading to Eq. (4.6), we can express the time-

dependent Kohn–Sham equation (3.11) in the local basis set as

iS
d
dt

Cn(t)=HKS(t)Cn(t). (4.11)
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A solution to this equation is obtained by propagating it in discrete time

steps starting from a chosen initial state.

Let us denote the time step as Δt and the discretized time-domain quan-

tities as C j
n =Cn( jΔt) and H j

KS =HKS( jΔt). The time differential d/dt can

be discretized, for example, with the implicit midpoint rule, also known

as the Crank–Nicolson (CN) method [176]. In this method, the discretized

version of Eq. (4.11) is

iS
C j+1

n −C j
n

Δt
= 1

2
H j+ 1

2
KS

(
C j+1

n +C j
n

)
, (4.12)

where the Hamiltonian is evaluated in the middle point between the time

steps. The CN method yields a second-order O (Δt2) convergence and

is unitary. For comparison, in the first-order explicit or implicit Euler

methods, the right hand side of Eq. (4.12) would be H j
KSC j

n or H j+1
KS C j+1

n ,

respectively.

We can rewrite Eq. (4.12) as(
S+ i

Δt
2

H j+ 1
2

KS

)
C j+1

n =
(
S− i

Δt
2

H j+ 1
2

KS

)
C j

n, (4.13)

which is of the form Ax = b and can be used to solve C j+1
n . However, an

evident problem in solving C j+1
n from Eq. (4.13) is that it would require the

knowledge of the Hamiltonian at the future time, H j+ 1
2

KS . For this reason,

Eq. (4.13) cannot be directly solved. Despite this complication, the use of

implicit methods is in general advantageous for the numerical stability of

the propagation [177, Ch. 6].

In order to estimate the future Hamiltonian, a predictor-corrector ap-

proach can be used. First, as a predictor step, the prediction for the future

wave function Cpred
n is obtained by replacing H j+ 1

2
KS with H j

KS,(
S+ i

Δt
2

H j
KS

)
Cpred

n =
(
S− i

Δt
2

H j
KS

)
C j

n. (4.14)

Next, the Hamiltonian at the middle time step is approximated as

H j+ 1
2

KS = 1
2

(
Hpred

KS +H j
KS

)
, (4.15)

where the predicted Hamiltonian Hpred
KS is calculated from Cpred

n . In the

corrector step, this Hamiltonian is used to solve Eq. (4.13).

Such a predictor-corrector scheme could be iterated until the approximate

H j+ 1
2

KS is fully converged, but in practice, it is more cost effective to apply the

scheme only once and decrease Δt as needed for the desired accuracy [178].

Such a time-propagation scheme was implemented for LCAO basis sets in

Pub. I. It is also used in real-space-grid presentation for wave functions in
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GPAW [178] with the name semi-implicit Crank–Nicolson (SICN) method

[179].

4.3.2 Optimization of the basis sets

In the plane-wave and finite-difference representations of wave functions

(Sec. 4.2), the numerical accuracy is easily converged by increasing the

plane-wave cutoff or by refining the grid, respectively. However, in the

LCAO approach the complete-basis-set limit is not easily obtained by

tuning a single parameter, but a number of different approaches can be

taken.

In the LCAO approach, each basis function is associated with an atom.

For example, let the μth basis function in the expansion (4.4) belong to an

atom a. Such a basis function is centered around the atomic coordinate Ra

and is of the form

φμ(r)=φa
nlm(r−Ra), (4.16)

where all the basis functions associated with the atom a are further enu-

merated with indices (nlm). Correspondingly, μ is a global index mapping

to the index set (anlm).

The basis function φa
nlm(r) centered at atom a is expressed as a product

of a radial function and a spherical harmonic, analogously to the atomic

orbitals, i.e., the wave function solutions of the spherically symmetric

isolated atom. That is, the basis functions are of the form

φa
nlm(r)=φa

nl(r)Ylm(θ,ϕ), (4.17)

where φa
nl(r) is a radial function and Ylm(θ,ϕ) is a spherical harmonic [see

Fig. 4.1(a)]. Thus, the basis set is determined by the radial parts φa
nl(r)

that depend on the atom a (usually on its chemical element). For each

atom or chemical element in the system a predetermined set of functions

φa
nl(r) is generated prior to the calculation.

NAO basis sets

As the name LCAO suggest, one can solve the Schrödinger equation (or

the Kohn–Sham equation) for an isolated atom and use the obtained

wave functions (i.e., atomic orbitals) as basis functions φa
nl(r) for systems

composed of many atoms. In practice, such a minimal basis set is rarely

sufficient for yielding good accuracy for the composed system and more

flexible basis sets are in practice needed. The atomic orbitals are, however,

a suitable starting point for more sophisticated basis sets.
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Figure 4.1. Local basis sets for silver. (a) Illustration of the spherical harmonics Ylm.
(b–d) The radial functions φnl(r) included in (b) dzp, (c) dz+5p-dz, and
(d) sz+NGTO basis sets. Each basis set contains the minimal atomic or-
bital basis set (sz) shown with dashed lines. Note that the basis functions
are for smooth pseudo-wave functions within the PAW method (see Sec. 4.1).
Panel (d) is reproduced from Pub. II.

The numerical atomic orbital (NAO) basis sets consist of basis functions

that are expressed on a numerical radial grid. A minimal basis set can be

obtained directly from the atomic orbitals after they have been localized

within a chosen radius around the atom. Such a minimal basis set is called

single-ζ (sz) basis set. Using silver as an example, the sz basis set for the

highest atomic electron states (4d105s1) would consist of a single d-type

(l = 2) radial function and a single s-type (l = 0) radial function. Such basis

functions are shown in Figs. 4.1(b–d) as dashed lines (note that the PAW

formalism is employed and the basis functions are smooth). A single d-type

radial function generates in total 5 basis functions as there are that many

spherical harmonics with l = 2. Correspondingly, the minimal sz basis sets

can accommodate all the electrons in the system.

Additional NAO basis functions can be generated by using, for example,

the split-valence technique, which produces additional basis functions from

the underlying atomic orbitals [175, 180], leading to double-ζ (dz), triple-ζ

(tz), and further basis sets. However, such basis sets are not often flexible

enough to describe the polarization of the atomic electron states caused by

the chemical environment. To overcome this, the basis sets are augmented

with additional functions of higher l, which are so-called polarization

functions. For example, a double-ζ polarized [dzp; see Fig. 4.1(b)] basis set

for silver would consist of two d-type (l = 2) and two s-type (l = 0) radial
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functions and a single p-type (l = 1) polarization function, which provides

polarization flexibility.

As the NAOs are expressed on a numerical grid, many different ap-

proaches can be used for their generation. For example, one can construct

a large pool of NAOs and construct the basis set for an atom by finding a

subset of the best-performing NAOs for the atom in question [181].

For the importance of the basis sets, it was observed in Pub. I that

the default dzp basis sets available in GPAW, designed for ground-state

properties [175], were not sufficient for describing the optical response of

silver nanoparticles. This problem was remedied in Pub. I by replacing

the default p-type polarization function with the unoccupied 5p atomic

orbital and its split-valence function. The corresponding 5p-dz NAOs are

more diffuse than the replaced polarization function [i.e., they have larger

radii; see Fig. 4.1(c)], which is important for describing the spill-out of

surface charge at the plasmon resonance. Subsequently, such basis sets

have been generated for all elements with bound unoccupied p-states and

are available in GPAW as so-called pvalence basis sets.

In contrast, in Pub. IV it was found that the default dzp basis sets in

GPAW yield a good accuracy for describing the optical properties of MoS2

flakes. This is expected to be due to the minimal spill-out of surface charge

in such systems. In general, these two examples illustrate the importance

of checking the basis set accuracy for the system at hand.

GTO basis sets

Alternatively to numerical basis sets, analytical basis functions such as

Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs) [182, 183] can be used. The radial part

of a GTO function is of the form rl exp(−αr2), where the parameter α

determines the GTO for the specific l. Additionally, a pre-determined linear

combination of GTOs can be used as a single basis function, resulting in

so-called contracted basis function.

While NAO basis sets can describe isolated atom states with a minimal

sz basis set, multiple GTOs are required to describe a single atomic orbital.

Thus, it is likely that with GTOs a larger number of basis functions is

required for a specific accuracy than with NAOs. However, the situation

is not clear in real systems composed of multiple atoms where the shapes

of the wave functions do not follow those of the atomic orbitals due to the

chemical bonding.

The benefit of an analytical form is that it can be utilized in, e.g., the
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calculation of the Hamiltonian matrix elements (4.7) without resorting

to numerical evaluation as is necessary with NAOs. Additionally, such

analytical forms with only a single or a few parameters allow systematic

optimizations of the basis sets in a tractable fashion. An example of such a

scheme is the completeness-optimization (CO) [184–186]. The CO method

aims in a systematic maximization of the completeness of the basis set in

specific regions of exponents [αmin
l ,αmax

l ] that are found to be important for

the property in question.

NAO+NGTO basis sets

To combine the advantages of NAOs and GTOs, we developed in Publica-

tion II combined NAO+NGTO basis sets that are composed of a minimal

sz-NAO basis set augmented with numerical GTOs (NGTOs), which are

smoothly truncated GTOs represented on a numerical grid. The NGTOs

were optimized with the CO approach for describing the photoabsorption

spectrum of a metal-atom dimer such as Ag2. The used CO algorithm [186]

is based on a systematic trial-and-error optimization of the NGTO parame-

ters until the complete-basis-set limit is obtained. After this, a systematic

reduction of the basis set is performed, with the aim of retaining as much

accuracy as possible with as few basis functions as possible.

Fig. 4.1(d) shows an example of the obtained CO-optimized NAO+NGTO

basis sets for silver. It is interesting to note that the optimization produces

naturally a basis set, which has very diffuse p-type polarization functions,

in analogy to the 5p-dz polarization functions [Fig. 4.1(c)]. By using larger

basis sets obtained by the CO procedure, one can improve the accuracy

further, see Pub. II.

In Pub. II, the optimization was also performed for copper and gold,

and the resulting basis set series resembles that of silver, illustrating

the similar chemical nature of the elements. While the optimization was

performed for metal-atom dimers, it was also shown that the optimized

basis sets are transferable to larger nanoparticles as well as their alloys,

which is important for their practical usability.

4.4 Kohn–Sham decomposition analysis of TDDFT excitations

The linear response of the Kohn–Sham density matrix in the KS electron-

hole basis, δρz
ia(ω), is a useful quantity for characterizing electronic ex-

citations. This is illustrated by considering the structure of the Casida
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equation (3.31) [or that of Eq. (3.30)]. Without coupling, i.e., when K= 0,

the obtained excitation energies coincide with the KS eigenvalue differ-

ences ωia and the density matrix is diagonal δρz
jb(ωia)∼ δi, jδa,b (assuming

non-degenerate transitions). When the coupling is turned on, the excita-

tion energies are shifted to those of the true system, and the density matrix

has typically contributions from multiple KS excitations, i.e., the true exci-

tation can be viewed as originating from a superposition of multiple KS

excitations. In the case of collective plasmon resonances, such coupling

due to K matrix is especially strong [84, 89] and serves as a classification

between plasmonic and single-particle excitations [38].

The response density matrix δρz
ia(ω) can be obtained from the Casida

formulation via Eq. (3.46), in which δρz
ia(ω) essentially probes the compo-

nents of the Casida eigenvector. Equivalently, δρz
ia(ω) can be calculated

with the δ-kick time propagation via Eq. (3.57), requiring the evaluation

of Eq. (3.56) during the time propagation, which is likely to be computa-

tionally expensive. A practical method for obtaining δρz
ia(ω) within the

time-propagation TDDFT framework is described in Publication III using

the local-basis-sets approach (Sec. 4.3.1).

The emphasis in the implementation presented in Pub. III is to min-

imize the computational overhead to the underlying time-propagation

scheme. This is achieved by recording the basis set coefficients Cz
μn(t)

during the propagation. This does not involve any additional computation

because Cz
μn(t) is readily available. Then, all the analysis can be done as

a post-processing step. The density matrix in the LCAO basis, ρz
μν(t), is

constructed from Cz
μn(t) via Eq. (4.9). In the present implementation, real-

valued ground-state wave functions are used, and the real part of ρz
μν(t)

is Fourier transformed to δρz
μν(ω) analogously to Eq. (3.57). This quantity

can be projected to the KS electron-hole basis via matrix multiplications

δρz
ia(ω)= ∑

μμ′ν′ν
C0∗

μi Sμμ′δρ
z
μ′ν′(ω)S∗

νν′C
0
νa, (4.18)

where Sμν is the overlap matrix (4.7b) and C0
μn = Cμn(t = 0−) is the ground-

state orbital in the LCAO basis. Thus in practice, the basis set transforma-

tion from LCAO to KS basis needs to be done only for the frequencies of

interest, instead of each time step as formulated in Eq. (3.56).

By Eqs. (3.47) and (3.43) we can obtain a KS decomposition for the

photoabsorption (or oscillator strength) as

Sz
ia(ω)=−4ω

π
Im

[
z∗iaδρ

z
ia(ω)

]
. (4.19)
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This quantity is convenient as it sums up to the total oscillator strength

Sz(ω)=∑
ia Sz

ia(ω). Alternatively, the resonant component Im
[
δρz

ia(ω)
]

can

be directly considered to obtain the KS transition contributions. The es-

sential difference between Sz
ia(ω) and Im

[
δρz

ia(ω)
]

is the additional dipole

weight zia in the former [see Eq. (4.19)].

In general, a Kohn–Sham electron-hole contribution weight wia can be

conveniently visualized as a transition contribution map (TCM) [106, 187].

As the indices i and a are associated with occupied and unoccupied KS

states, respectively, they can be ordered according to their correspond-

ing KS eigenvalues εi and εa. TCM visualizes the weight wia as a two-

dimensional (2D) map with the axis corresponding to the occupied εo and

unoccupied εu energies. Basically, this means that for each transition

contribution i → a, TCM shows a dot at (εo,εu) = (εi,εa) with the color

intensity (or “height”) determined by wia. To be precise, this corresponds

to

TCM(εo,εu)=∑
ia

wia gia(εo,εu), (4.20)

where gia is a 2D broadening function for the discrete KS transition con-

tribution i → a. The Gaussian function can be used for broadening

gia(εo,εu)=
(

1�
2πσ

)2

exp
[
− (εo−εi)2 + (εu−εa)2

2σ2

]
(4.21)

with the broadening determined by σ (this gives a finite size for the “dot”

discussed above). By using the weight wia = Sz
ia(ω) or wia = Im

[
δρz

ia(ω)
]

at

a specific ω, one obtains a TCM of the photoabsorption decomposition or

that of the linear response of KS density matrix, respectively.

Once the interesting KS transitions have been recognized, their induced

density components in real space can be obtained via Eq. (3.35) as

δnz
ia(r,ω)= 2ψi(r)ψ∗

a(r)δρz
ia(ω), (4.22)

the imaginary part of which describes the resonant contribution in analogy

to Eq. (4.19).

In Chapter 5, the described Kohn–Sham decomposition analysis is illus-

trated in practice.
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5. Plasmonic nanomaterials

Metals are conventional materials supporting collective free-electron os-

cillations. Correspondingly, metal nanoparticles are typical nanoscale

structures exhibiting localized plasmons (Ch. 2).

Simple metals such as sodium are attractive from the physics perspective

due to their free-electron-like electronic structure (see, e.g., Pub. V), but

sodium nanoparticles are of limited technological relevance for plasmonics

due to their high chemical reactivity. Instead, stable noble metals such as

silver and gold are commonly used. Recently, there has been a significant

interest in finding alternative plasmonic materials that would be more

abundant or would have smaller losses [27, 30, 31]. Particularly, two-

dimensional materials such as graphene [33, 34] and transition-metal

dichalcogenides [35–37], as well as molecular plasmonic systems [38–41]

are interesting alternatives.

In this chapter, the optical responses of silver nanoparticles and MoS2

monolayer nanoflakes are overviewed, representing the basic building

blocks of traditional and emerging nanostructured materials for plasmon-

ics.

5.1 Silver nanoparticles

The optical response of a noble metal nanoparticle is mainly determined

by two factors. First, the delocalized s-electrons yield a free-electron-like

response supporting a localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). Second,

the free-electron LSPR is screened by shallow semi-localized d-electrons,

shifting the unscreened LSPR to a lower energy and damping its intensity

(see Fig. 2.4 in Sec. 2.2.1 and discussion therein). Silver is a typical

metal showing both of these contributions, i.e., the intraband response

(plasmon) and the interband screening (d-electrons). In this section, it
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is described how these contributions are observed within the atomistic

TDDFT framework.

Fig. 5.1(a) shows the photoabsorption spectra of icosahedral silver nano-

particles of 55, 147, 309, and 561 atoms. Their optical responses are

dominated by strong resonances at around 3.6–4.2 eV, depending on the

nanoparticle size. In Publication III, the resonances are analyzed with the

photoabsorption Kohn–Sham decomposition [Eq. (4.19)]. Such a decom-

position is shown in Fig. 5.1(b) for the Ag561 nanoparticle as a transition

contribution map (TCM; see Sec. 4.4). The nanoparticle is large enough to

support a LSPR and the decomposition reveals the characteristic features

of the LSPR in a silver nanoparticle. First, there is a positive contribution

(red) from the KS transitions that are far below the resonance energy

(in TCM εu −εo � ω). This constructive superposition of low-energy KS

transitions leads to the formation of a free-electron-like LSPR [38, 89].

If there were no dynamical coupling [i.e., K = 0 in Eq. (3.32)], then the

spectrum would have a resonance at the energy ωia = εa −εi corresponding

to these low-energy KS transitions i → a. Such a non-interacting spectrum

is shown in Fig. 5.1(a) for reference. Through a constructive dynamical cou-

pling, these low-energy KS transitions form a collective plasmon excitation

leading to a resonance at a higher energy [84, 89].

Another prominent feature in the TCM of Fig. 5.1(b) is the negative

contribution from occupied d-states into unoccupied states (blue features

at εo ≈−4 eV). These d-electron transitions have screened the free-electron

LSPR below the onset of the d-electron resonances. The negative contribu-

tion corresponds to the damping of the screened LSPR intensity (compare

this description to Fig. 2.4 in Sec. 2.2.1 and the associated discussion).

The free-electron and d-electron components of the resonance can be

visualized in the real space by calculating the induced density contributions

from the corresponding KS transitions via Eq. (4.22). Fig. 5.1(d) shows

such a partial density originating from the “free-electron” KS transitions

(selected by the KS eigenvalue difference ωia < 3 eV), corresponding in

the TCM to the low-energy KS transition in the region εu −εo < 3 eV. The

induced density coincides well with the schematic density oscillation of a

localized surface plasmon depicted in Fig. 2.1.

Fig. 5.1(e) shows the density contribution from the KS transitions with

occupied KS eigenvalue εi < −3 eV (the region εo < −3 eV in TCM). This

region is dominated by the d-electron transitions, and correspondingly, the

induced density shows localized depolarizations at the atom sites. When
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Figure 5.1. Localized surface plasmon resonances in silver nanoparticles. (a) Photoab-
sorption spectra of icosahedral Ag55, Ag147, Ag309, and Ag561 nanoparticles.
The non-interacting electron spectra (scaled by a factor of 0.2) are shown for
reference. (b) Transition contribution map (TCM) visualizing the photoab-
sorption decomposition of Ag561 LSPR. The axes determine the eigenvalues of
occupied and unoccupied KS states. The Fermi-level is at 0 eV. The red and
blue colors on the map correspond to positive and negative KS transition con-
tributions, respectively, and the color intensity represents the magnitudes of
the contributions. The density of states (DOS) is colored to indicate the sp and
d-character of the KS states. (c) Induced density Im[δn] of Ag561 LSPR shown
as positive (red) and negative (blue) isosurfaces. The main contributions to
Im[δn] are also shown: the density from (d) the low-energy sp transitions
(ωia < 3 eV) and (e) the d-electron transitions (εi < −3 eV). All the induced
densities in panels (c–e) use the same isovalues. All the panels are reproduced
from Pub. III.

put together, the free-electron and d-electron contributions yield the total

induced density pattern shown in Fig. 5.1(c).

Fig. 5.1(a) shows that the LSPR energy blueshifts (i.e., shifts to higher

energies) when the nanoparticle size decreases. This is in contrast to

simple free-electron metals where the spill-out of surface charge leads to a

redshift with decreasing particles size (see Sec. 6.1.1 later). This difference

can be explained by the interband d-electron transitions. Namely, the free-

electron sp contribution exhibits spill-out [Fig. 5.1(d)] as in simple metals,

but the d-electron screening is localized to the atomic sites [Fig. 5.1(e)].

This means that the spilled-out free-electron density does not exhibit as

strong screening as the inner parts. As the surface-to-volume ratio in-
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creases with decreasing particle size, the effect of such a reduced screening

on the surface becomes more pronounced and leads to a 1/R-blueshift of the

LSPR energy with respect to the nanoparticle radius R [91, 92, 188, 189].

This blueshift was studied in Pub. I, where it was observed that the LSPR

energies predicted by the atomistic TDDFT calculations agree with the

1/R-blueshift in Ag147 and larger nanoparticles. However, in a smaller

Ag55 nanoparticle, the quantization of electron states starts to affect the

response, which is further discussed in Sec. 6.1.2.

The effective dielectric function of the nanoparticle

It is interesting to look back to Chapter 2 in the present context. By

employing the atomic units (implying ε0 = 1/4π), Eq. (2.24) can be inverted

to (assuming vacuum εm = 1)

ε(ω)= 1+2α̃(ω)
1− α̃(ω)

, (5.1)

where we have defined the normalized polarizability as

α̃(ω)= α(ω)
R3 = α(ω)

Nr3
s

. (5.2)

Here R is the (effective) radius of the sphere (as in V = 4πR3/3), N is the

number of free electrons, and the rs-parameter describes the free-electron

density [see Eq. (2.2)].

In Fig. 5.2, we show Eq. (5.1) evaluated with the calculated polarizability

of Ag561 and the bulk silver free-electron density rs = 3.02 a0 and N = 561

(each silver atom contributes one free s-electron). These parameters yield

together an effective diameter 2R = 2.64 nm, which is close to the facet-to-

facet and tip-to-tip distances of the atomic structure (2.20 nm and 2.68 nm,

respectively). However, the shape of the nanoparticle is smeared out due

to the wave nature of the electrons, and the definition of an exact radius is

ambiguous at this scale.

We observe that the calculated effective dielectric function reproduces

remarkably well the experimentally measured bulk dielectric function,

despite the simplicity of the model and the fact that the experimental data

is for bulk. The interband transitions starting at around 4 eV are captured

quantitatively. However, there is one major difference. The free-electron

low-energy part of Im[ε] is shifted to higher energies in comparison to the

bulk free-electron response. The shift corresponds to an increased damping,

i.e., an increased broadening of the plasmon resonance [γ-parameter in

Eq. (2.17)]. By subtracting the Lorentzian broadening used in the polariz-

ability (corresponding to γ= 0.2 eV), we get an estimate for the intrinsic
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Figure 5.2. Effective dielectric function of Ag561 nanoparticle. The thick lines show the
dielectric function calculated from the dynamical polarizability of Ag561. A
fitting free-electron dielectric function is plotted with the given parameters.
The gray Im[ε] line and hollow markers correspond to the bulk free-electron
dielectric function and experimental data shown in Fig. 2.3, respectively.

free-electron damping as γ= 140 meV. The damping is significantly higher

than that of bulk (see Fig. 2.3) due to the increased surface and Landau

damping in nanoparticles [7, Sec. 2.2].

5.2 MoS2 monolayer nanoflakes

MoS2 is a layered two-dimensional (2D) material exhibiting interesting

changes in its electronic structure and optical properties when thinned

down to a single monolayer [190, 191]. Nanostructuring of MoS2 mono-

layer leads to further changes in its properties due to metallic edge states

present at certain edge configurations [192–194]. Such metallic states

can support one-dimensional (1D) plasmons along the edges of an infinite

MoS2 nanoribbon [36].

MoS2 nanostructures can be constructed in different shapes. Particularly

interesting are triangular shapes that have the same edge configuration

on all the edges due to the symmetry of the monolayer. Such triangular

shapes also seem to be experimentally favorable [195–197]. While the

response of MoS2 flakes with S-terminated triangular edges has been

studied recently [198, 199], alternative Mo-terminated edges saturated

with S2-dimers are particularly interesting from the plasmonics point of

view due to their expected strong plasmonic response [36]. The optical

properties of so-terminated finite triangular MoS2 monolayer flakes are

studied in Publication IV.

Figs. 5.3(e–f) show in-plane photoabsorption spectra of the MoS2 flakes

of sizes ranging from M = 4 to M = 16 S2-dimers on each edge. Two
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Figure 5.3. Optical response of MoS2 monolayer flakes. (a–d) Induced densities Im[δn]
of (a–b) relaxed and (c–d) ideal flakes with M = 16 S2-dimers on each edge
shown as positive (red) and negative (blue) 10% isosurfaces. The corresponding
resonance energies are indicated by arrows. (e–f) In-plane photoabsorption
spectra of (e) relaxed and (f) ideal flakes of sizes from M = 4 to M = 16.
The hollow markers show the spectrum of the relaxed M = 16 flake with a
reconstructed ideal S2-edge. The M =∞ spectra correspond to the absorption
of an infinite monolayer (arb. u.). All the panels are reproduced from Pub. IV.

sets of flakes are considered. Fig. 5.3(e) shows the response of MoS2

structures with relaxed atomic coordinates and Fig. 5.3(f) presents the

response of “ideal” unrelaxed flakes. The responses of both MoS2-flake

series show similar characteristics with broad absorption in the energy

range of 2–4 eV, accompanied with low-energy resonances. The broad high-

energy absorption can be associated with contributions from the central

part of the flake [see the induced densities in Figs. 5.3(b,d)], corresponding

to the absorption of an infinite monolayer shown as M = ∞ spectra in

Figs. 5.3(e–f).

The low-energy resonances below the absorption onset of an infinite

monolayer originate from the edges of the flakes [see the induced densities

in Figs. 5.3(a,c)]. The relaxed structures have significantly distorted edge

configuration [200], which leads to a different low-energy response in com-

parison to the ideal flakes. This edge effect is emphasized by considering

the response of an auxiliary M = 16 flake, which has the structure of the

relaxed flake except that its edge configuration is evenly-spaced, similarly

to its ideal counterpart. The response of such an auxiliary flake is shown by

the hollow markers in Figs. 5.3(e–f), coinciding with the spectra of relaxed

and ideal structures in high and low-energy regions, respectively.

In Pub. IV, the differences between the low-energy responses are an-
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alyzed in detail with the Kohn–Sham decomposition of the resonances.

The analysis reveals that in ideal flakes the low-energy resonances have

plasmonic character, which is reflected in the induced density [Fig. 5.3(c)]

showing a global dipole pattern along the horizontal edge of the flake. In

contrast, the low-energy resonances of the relaxed flakes have mainly a

single-particle character due to the distortions in the edge configuration.

The energy differences associated with the changes in the edge con-

figurations are relatively small. For example, the reconstruction of the

evenly-spaced edge for the auxiliary M = 16 flake requires 20 meV per

S-atom on the edge. This energy is of the order of thermal energy at room

temperature, kBT = 25 meV at T = 300 K. Thus, the actual experimen-

tal conditions are likely to determine the edge configuration. Owing to

the catalytic activity of MoS2 nanostructures [200] and the rich optical

response revealed by the edge states of MoS2 flakes, such structures might

be applicable for plasmon-enhanced photocatalysis [19].
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6. Quantum aspects in plasmonics

In the quantum-mechanical perspective, electrons are described as wave

functions instead of point-like particles. All the electrons of a system are

contained in a single many-body wave function ΨI . A many-body wave

function corresponding to the single-particle Kohn–Sham states can be

constructed as a Slater determinant, and often in practice, the Kohn–Sham

wave functions are associated with single-particle electron states of the

system. Such a wave-like nature of electrons makes it intuitive to think

that the electronic response is fundamentally non-local.

Another significant consequence of quantum mechanics is that the elec-

tronic states are quantized, i.e., a state ΨI is associated with a discrete

energy level EI . This is in contrast to the classical description, in which

electrons can have a continuum of energies. The quantization leads to the

fact that also the excitation energies of the system are discretized to values

EI −E0. The quantized states start to form a continuum when the system

size is increased, and thus such quantization is usually observed only in

small systems.

In this chapter it is discussed how these two quantum-mechanical aspects

affect the plasmonic response of individual nanoparticles and nanostruc-

tures composed of multiple nanoparticles.

While such quantum aspects of electrons are captured already within

a jellium description of matter, it is important to note that at the same

size scales the description of the exact atomic structure becomes essen-

tial. The atomic-level shape and composition of the nanoparticles and

nanostructures have a strong impact on their plasmonic properties [102–

105, 117–120], though geometrical shapes down to atomic length scales

can also be incorporated in the classical matter boundary [201].
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6.1 Individual nanoparticles

Understanding the quantum aspects of the plasmonic response of individ-

ual nanoparticles is an important starting point before pursuing in more

complex nanostructures. An excellent introduction to the topic is given in

the book by Kreibig and Vollmer (1995) [7].

6.1.1 Wave nature of electrons

The electron wave functions are not confined inside the classical or jellium

boundaries of the material, but the electron density can partially extend

outside the potential boundary. Such a spill-out of charge density at the

surfaces can be even more pronounced when a localized surface plasmon is

excited, and the electron density is oscillating from surface to surface.

The effect of the spill-out of surface charge is that the nanoparticle

appears to be larger than its classical hard-wall equivalent. As the particle

size decreases, the surface-to-volume ratio increases, and the effect of

the charge spill-out becomes visible in the response of the whole system.

As an approximate size estimate, this happens when the nanoparticle

radius R is smaller than around 10 nm. Instead of a constant plasmon

resonance frequency given by Eq. (2.24), the spill-out leads to a redshift of

the plasmon resonance as the nanoparticle size is decreased [7]. While such

a redshift is seen in sodium nanoparticles [129], in silver nanoparticles

the plasmon resonance becomes blueshifted due to the reduced interband

screening of the spilled-out charge [91, 92, 188, 189] (see Sec. 5.1 for further

discussion).

The charge spill-out essentially smears the sharp classical edge of the

material. An artifact due to the classical hard-wall description is that

the electric near field enhancement shows very large values close to the

boundary and diverges at the surface. When the smearing due to charge

spill-out is taken into account, a more realistic electric near field is obtained

[202].

6.1.2 Discrete electron energy levels

In the molecular size range (around R <∼ 1 nm), the response can often be

conveniently understood in terms single-electron excitations instead of

a plasmon-like charge density sloshing. However, among all the single-

electron (or few-electron) excitations, plasmonic excitations can be rec-
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Figure 6.1. Coupling between plasmon and individual single-particle transitions in Ag55.
(a–c) Transition contribution maps for photoabsorption decomposition at
(a) 3.71 eV, (b) 4.00 eV, and (c) 4.20 eV (see description in Fig. 5.1). The
corresponding resonance energies are indicated by arrows in the absorption
spectrum shown in the panel (d). All the panels are reproduced from Pub. III.

ognized [38]. These so-called molecular plasmons, are of importance in

conjugated molecules with delocalized electron states [41].

Discrete single-electron excitations can also couple with the premature

plasmon mode in nanoclusters causing the splitting of the plasmon mode

(also know as fragmentation) [86–88]. In Publication III, such plasmon

splitting was observed to cause multiple resonances in the spectrum of a

small Ag55 nanoparticle.

Fig. 6.1 shows transition contribution maps (TCMs) for different reso-

nances of the Ag55 nanoparticle. The density of states (DOS) shown in

the insets has clearly separate states, corresponding to the discrete Kohn–

Sham states of the system. As in the case of larger nanoparticles such

as Ag561 discussed Sec. 5.1, the low-energy KS transitions couple via the

Coulomb interaction forming a collective plasmon excitation [89], which is

screened by the interband transitions (see Sec. 5.1).

TCMs show that certain strongly-contributing KS transitions lie close to

the estimated LSP resonance frequency at the onset of d-electron transi-

tions (∼ 4 eV). The strongly-contributing KS transitions are marked with

numbers 1 and 2 in TCMs. By examining their contributions to the differ-

ent resonances, we note that the first transition changes its sign between

the resonances at 3.71 eV and 4.00 eV. Analogously, the second transi-

tion changes its sign between 4.00 eV and 4.20 eV. The presence of such

changes can be interpreted as a splitting of the plasmon resonance due to

the single-particle excitations associated to these KS transitions. TCMs

also show changes in d-electron transition contributions in the dashed

area labeled with number 3, but their interaction with the plasmon seems
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Figure 6.2. Illustration of plasmon splitting in a silver sphere. A weak Lorentzian oscilla-
tor χ(ω) at 3.5 eV is added to the dielectric function of silver. The dashed line
corresponds to the absorption of a silver sphere shown in Fig. 2.4.

to be relatively weak in comparison to the other marked transitions.

The plasmon splitting can be interpreted as an avoided crossing between

the marked KS transition and the other transitions forming the plasmon.

A similar picture can be obtained through the classical framework. Let

us consider the Mie resonance of a silver sphere depicted in Fig. 6.2 as a

dashed line (the same Mie resonance is shown in Fig. 2.4 in Sec. 2.2.1).

We model a strongly-contributing single-particle excitation as a weak

Lorentzian oscillator, the resonance energy of which is close to the LSP

resonance. The oscillator contributes an additional χ(ω) component to the

dielectric function of Eq. (2.22). Fig. 6.2 shows as a solid line the absorption

spectrum of a sphere with the corresponding dielectric function, as obtained

by the quasi-static limit of Mie theory [Eq. (2.24)]. The plain Lorentzian

oscillator has a weak resonance below the LSPR of the silver sphere. When

the oscillator is added to the silver dielectric function, the LSPR is split

into two resonances, one below the oscillator and LSPR, and the other

above both of them. The Ag55 data in Fig. 6.1 can be interpreted in a

similar fashion, with two oscillators corresponding to the single-particle

excitations behind the marked KS transitions.

6.2 Nanoparticle aggregates

The behavior of nanoparticle aggregates depends strongly on the way

they are formed and how the individual nanoparticles become electrody-

namically coupled. The response of a sparse random aggregate can be

understood as a sum of the individual particle responses. However, when

the particles are arranged regularly, the situation is very different. For
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example, the interaction between arranged particles can lead to surface

lattice resonances [203, 204] with fascinating properties [24, 25, 205].

The simplest aggregate is a nanoparticle dimer, the response of which can

be understood classically within the plasmon hybridization model [206],

describing the dimer plasmons as bonding and antibonding combinations

of individual plasmon modes [207]. When nanoparticles are connected

by a conductive junction, the electron density can oscillate between the

nanoparticles, leading to a so-called charge-transfer plasmon (CTP) [208,

209]. The quantum aspects of electrons are revealed in nanoparticle dimers

separated by a small gap or connected by a thin junction [42].

6.2.1 Tunneling

The wave nature of electrons and the resulting finite electron probability

density outside the material boundary makes electron transport possible

through classically-forbidden regions. This effect is known as tunneling.

When nanoparticles are placed within a sub-nm distance, electrons can

tunnel between the nanoparticles. If such tunneling is possible at optical

frequencies, it will allow electron transport between the particles prior

their contact and gives rise to a tunneling charge-transfer plasmon [63–

65, 113, 114]. In the near-contact regime, the non-local effects are also

strong and can complicate the observation of tunneling [75]. Like the usual

CTP, the tunneling CTP is characterized by the electron density oscillation

between the nanoparticles, which can also be accounted for in the classical

framework via specific correction schemes [80, 81].

6.2.2 Quantized electron transport

When nanoparticles are connected with an atomically thin contact, elec-

tron transport through the contact becomes restricted and quantized [210].

Plasmonic response in such a regime is explored theoretically and com-

putationally in Publication V. This is done by stretching a finite sodium

nanorod so that a narrowing atomic contact is formed between the nanorod

ends [211–214]. The obtained series of structures is depicted in Fig. 6.3(a).

The zero-bias conductance of the formed junction [Fig. 6.3(e)] shows a

step-like behaviour during the stretching, in analogy to break-junction

experiments [210]. Such steps originate from the quantization of elec-

tron states in the thin junction. By examining the electronic structure of

the junction, the number of conduction channels supported by the junc-
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Figure 6.3. Quantized evolution of the plasmonic response in a stretched nanorod.
(a) Snapshots of the stretched nanorod. (b) Evolution of the photoabsorp-
tion spectrum during the stretching. Only the response along the long axis of
the nanorod is considered. (c) Resonance energies and (d) intensities of the
marked plasmon modes as a function of elongation. (e) Zero-bias conductance
of the junction in units of the quantum conductance unit G0 = 2e2/h. Horizon-
tal lines mark the estimated values of 1G0, 3G0 and 6G0. All the panels are
reproduced from Pub. V.

tion can be estimated [see the supplemental material of Pub. V]. This

yields the integer-valued conductance plateaus marked in Fig. 6.3(e). The

non-uniformity of the junction can reduce the transmission probability of

the conduction channels and the calculated conductance values appear

generally below the estimates obtained from the number of channels.

In Fig. 6.3(b) the evolution of the plasmonic response is shown during

the stretching process. The spectrum of the unperturbed nanorod is domi-

nated by a longitudinal plasmon (LP) mode with a dipole electron density

oscillation. Additionally, a faint higher-order longitudinal mode (LP2) can

be recognized. When the nanorod is stretched, the LP mode weakens and

the LP2 mode gains intensity. By interpreting the stretched structure as
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a nanoparticle dimer connected with a junction, the LP and LP2 modes

correspond to the CTP and the bonding dipole plasmon (BDP) modes, re-

spectively. The further trends in the evolution and the other resonances

are discussed in detail in Pub. V.

Let us focus on the CTP mode which involves charge oscillations between

the nanorod ends. Figs. 6.3(c–d) show its resonance energy and intensity

during the stretching. The most prominent feature is that the intensity of

the CTP mode shows steps during the stretching. The stepped structure

follows closely that of the conductance of the junction, indicating that the

charge flow between the nanoparticles and the intensity of the CTP mode is

strongly suppressed by the quantization of the electron transport through

the atomic contact.

The abrupt changes in the response correspond typically to atomic re-

arrangements in the junction, causing the observed discrete reduction in

the number of open conduction channels [215]. This illustrates the impor-

tance of the exact atomic structure on the plasmonic response at this size

scale [117–120]. Changes in the conductive coupling strength and atomic

structure also lead to discontinuities in the CTP resonance energy and in

energies and intensities of the other modes [Figs. 6.3(c–d)], but the stepped

intensity of the CTP mode due to the quantized conductance seems to be

the most prominent effect. There are also experimental indications on such

quantization in the plasmonic response as observed in the Raman signal

[66, 67] and in the optical response [69].
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7. Conclusions and perspective

“The electronic and optical properties of small metal particles and

their aggregates have attracted much interest during the last

decade.”

— M. J. Puska, R. M. Nieminen, and M. Manninen (1985). [84]

While it is amazing to recognize that today’s topics have been of interest

already thirty or more years ago, it simultaneously urges one to ponder

how the field has developed during these decades. Over the course of the

progress, earlier studies may become overlooked [56].

Starting from a broader perspective, the overall technological develop-

ment has been vast, and the nanoscale world has become more and more

accessible. Many aspects in plasmonics can still be understood within

classical or semi-classical frameworks, which are being actively developed

further.

Regarding the methodology used in this thesis, the (time-dependent)

density-functional theory seems to have become a standard tool for elec-

tronic structure theory. While this development has been facilitated by

improved methodologies, better exchange-correlation functionals, and more

accessible implementations, a major factor in the development has been the

exponentially increased computational power and the advent of parallel

computing, which have made various calculations tractable. The enormous

increase in computing capabilities can be deemed to attract brute-force

approaches in computational science instead of developing better models

and methods. Fortunately, this is not yet the case and there is still room

for method development for accessing new frontiers.

While model systems such as jellium particles are undeniably advan-

tageous for understanding the physical phenomena, the methodological

advances and increased computational power have also made it possible to
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describe large nanostructures in atomistic detail. Additionally, different

materials such as graphene and MoS2 and their nanostructures are being

studied as alternatives or supplements to metals and their nanoparticles.

In general, such materials have raised a versatile scientific interest due to

their experimental realizations.

On a more fundamental perspective, electronic quantum effects on the

plasmonic responses of nanoparticles, such as the spill-out of surface charge

and effects due to discrete electron states, have been extensively discussed

during the past decades. Surprisingly, the importance of related quantum

phenomena in nanoparticle aggregates, such as tunneling and quantized

electron transport, has, to the author’s knowledge, become recognized

only recently in the plasmonics context, even though they are well-known

phenomena within their original contexts.

By standing on the shoulders of giants, this thesis and the associated pub-

lications contribute to the recent development in the field of nanoplasmon-

ics. The results include exploring quantized electron transport and other

electronic quantum aspects revealed in the plasmonic response, developing

computational methods and tools for modeling and analyzing collective

plasmon excitations within the time-dependent density-functional theory

framework, and providing insight into the plasmon formation in metal

nanoparticles and into the edge plasmon resonances in MoS2 nanostruc-

tures.
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